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■^he Minneapolis mechanical water filtration scneme is 
nearing- completion, which will fill a long-felt want as 

,.s the city’s water supply. In the early stages Minne- 
ap°hs had 
water
a dist 
^ater,

now

under discussion two projects, i. e., mechanical 
filtration, and piping of the water from Mille Lacs, 

ance °f eighty-one miles. The vital points were : pure 
quantity, description of project, and cost.

The
*Polis is
with 
qnite
of the 
eyapor
Mill
ftatel

Present average consumption of water in Minne- 
twenty million gallons with a population of. 316,000, 

a Per capita consumption of sixty gallons per day, 
a low figure at a glance, but a study of the analyses 
Mississippi water is explanat 

ulion, run-off, and shrinkage 
6, hacs, also the estimated 

y $48,915 per mile, the Mille

On account of the 
the water on Lake 
$3,913,414, approxi- 

; scheme was aban-
cost

1 he Mississippi River varies greatly in color
These changes in

Color :
at different points along its 
color are caused by the confluence of contributary streams. 
Along some of the highly-colored tributaries are large 
swamps, the water of which shows a color as high as 700 to 
800. This color is derived from macerated vegetable matter,

course.

and persists as a considerable factor in the total color of 
the Mississippi at Minneapolis. The greatest reduction of 
color occurs during the months of August and September, 
and very little in the winter, 
greatest and least amount of plankton, 
phate was used to destroy plankton, the bleaching process 
at the reservoirs was interfered with.

This is coincident with the
When copper-sul-

Suspended and dissolved matter: The organic residues 
are greatest in summer months. The inorganic residues
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Section Through Clear Water Reservoir.

do
Utean ,^avor the mechanical filtration scheme, by this 
CreasS. Ut^'z*n8' the existing pumping stations with

Pumping capacity of 80,000,000 gallons per day. 
Upon " niecha.nical filtration system having been decided 
the e’xt^0115 anMyses of the water were taken to determine 
the M’ nt tfie mechanical scheme. Briefly the water of

Cj|SSlss'PPi River contains :
Utonig Cl^*ca^ analysis (sanitary)-—Free ammonia, alb. am- 

^hys' l0rine’ Mkalinity, hardness.
0r8'anic SlCa^ analysis—Suspended matter, (a) mineral, (b) 
ed mattè rate segmentation, color, suspended and dissolv- 

Biol r’- or&anic, (b) inorganic.
Mu<i°"i<:al anab’sis—Bacteria, plankton.

analysis—Mineral, clay, silica, organic (dead and

The mineral residuefollow the alkalinity and chlorides, 
varies from 113 to 162. The organic from 62 to 75.

Turbidity : The turbidity of the Mississippi River water
an in-

The at Minneapolis is usually low—so low, in fact, that it has 
been regarded as a negligable quantity in the earlier an
alysis. In occasional instances it has for a short time risen 
to 25 or 30, but quickly subsides. It is safe to assume that 
in 350 days of the year it is in the neighborhood of 10.

The Mississippi water deposits on an average .13 cubic 
yards of sediment per million gallons of water during a 
period of four days of sedimentation. In the process of 
sedimentation, the algae and diatoms are the first to be 
deposited ; at the end of 24 hours, only fine clay remains 
suspended in water, and at the end of 96 hours but 36% of 
the original turbidity remains.

The following is an analysis of deposited matter taken 
from the city reservoir recently :

’ivin
S'-)
Chemi
es j ca Analysis.—Free albumnoid and ammonia

^ ^ -430 in May to as low as .059 in October. 
*lardnes^ Inity and permanent hardness : The average total 

-*c m-tx.-rtache<1 a maximum of 173 and a minimum of 139. 
e^ruary1ITlUm *s ^ur*ng the months of December, January, 

The minimum during April.
: These vary greatly with the heights of the 

°w directly the alkalinity and total hardness. 
Past ten months the chlorides have varied in 

3ltle relative amount as the permanent hardness.

vari

Organic matter . .
Alumina ..............
Silica ...................
Iron (ferric-oxide)

iQ-3%
13-6%
50.3%
6-5%

The

Ch'°rides
"'ate»

fo11
The most objectionable feature of the Mississippi River 

water at Minneapolis is the bacterial content. Colon bacilli 
are constantly found in the water, 
cnee of animal contamination.

This indicates the pres- 
The high rate of typhoid
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started late in the fall of 1910, and has progressed very
done on the day labor plan, tneThe work wasrapidly.

city of Minneapolis being the contractors.
The layout of the plant is as follows : 

or settling reservoir is of concrete and has a -capacity o 7
from this reservoir after 

venturi

The raw water

million gallons. The water passes 
sedimentation into a 6o-inch intake pipe through a

chemical controlling chamber. There it re-meter into the - .
ceives the chemical treatment, measured by automatic e 
vices according to the flow of the water. The water the 

into the mixing chamber, and is thoroughly mixed by
It thenpasses

flowing around a large number of wooden baffles, 
passes through controlling chamber No. 2 .— 
passage and is distributed into the two coagulating basins, 
again flowing against baffles, then passes over a ski-mminR 
weir into the upper portion of the centre passage throug^ 
a 60-inch influent pipe passing through the south side 0

The water is then

into a centre

the head house into the pipe gallery. e
the filters ranging along each side of the piP6

influent pipe. The
passed into 
gallery through 24-inch branches off 
water passes through the filters into

be-network of pipes
low, through a controlling meter into the clear water 
below, there to be turned into the large covered - 
with a capacity of 47 million gallons, or 
tributing mains.

and brick 
mechanic81

At grade 3°° ar6

Head House.—The head house is -of concrete 
construction with several floors, and contains the 
devices for the operation of the plant, 
located the two boilers for heating purposes, having a heat

ing capacity of 15,000 square feet.
Alum Tanks.—These tanks are of concrete, reinforc^ 

with M-inch rods, both'vertical and longitudinal. They 8 
13 ft. by 12 ft. by 12 ft. high. The concrete in these 
was a 1:2:4 mix, and was put in for $7.00 per cubic 
Above these tanks are located three 3-h.p. motors to ^

There are two pumps in connec
tw° 

lions 
They

ed

tank5
ti

the agitating devices, 
with these alum tanks of the single section type, with a 
inch discharge having a pumping capacity of 40 Sa 
per minute against a 45-foot head including friction.

Reinforcement of Concrete Storage Bins.

V These PUIT1P1S
operated by two single 2-h.p. motors. ,noIia

have bronze shells, runners, and diffusion vanes, an^.gt tbe
metal shafts with especially designed packing 10 t),eSe
action of the acid solutions. Switches for controin s

connected with the operating room a

are

pumps are
convenient to the pumps. tan

Hypo Tanks.—These tanks are similar to the a'l^er ovef 
in construction, except that they have a concrete

The motive power, pumps and controlling 
the same as in the alum arrangement.

ks

ice5dev
them.
are
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of the river waterfever in Minneapolis among the users
this. The fact that typhoidof the Mississippi goes to prove 

bacillus has been isolated from the waters of the Mississippi 
the fact that above Minneapolis are

directly
at Minneapolis, and
situated several large towns contributing sewage

river indicates the dangerous character of the raw 
It has been stated by engineers 

will live in the same water for

into the 
Mississippi River water.
that typhoid fever germs 
ten days. several towns,The Mississippi water passes 
such as Grand Rapids, Anoka, St. iCloud, Little Falls and 
Brainerd. The water that passes these towns reaches Minne-

The contamination of theapolis in less than eight days.
Mississippi at Brainerd is sufficient to give colon bacilli in 

cubic centimetre of the water throughout the course 
The absolute numbers of bacteria in the

every 
of the stream.

[ÉljUfflÉÏËI
B

L--j

ü?

Reinforcement of Groin Arches North Filter Basin, and 
forms to South Series of Filter Built in 

Alternate Sections.

water at Minneapolis vary according to the season; the 
greatest in July and August was 3-°oo per c.c., and lowest
in January 150 per c.c.

The greatest percentage of reaction -occurs in the reser-
These are the monthsvoir also during July and August, 

of the maximum of plankton, when the range is from 400 to
1,200; in January 75 is an average.

Softening the Water.—The alkilinity of the Mississippi 
River water is due to the bi-carbonates of calcium and mag- 

This means the presence of carbon dioxide gasnesium.
(Co 2). To reduce the alkilinity of the Mississippi water 
to about normal (66) after a treatment of 24 hours will be 
possible with lime treatment in about the quantities of 7.26% 
grains per gallon of raw water during November and De
cember.

Color.—The color is due to vegetable substance which 
is slightly lessened by the lime treatment, and is further 
treated by alum as a bleaching medium. The slight pre
cipitation s-oon settles with two grains per gallon, assisted 

grains of sulphate of aluminum. The Mississippi 
will continue to bleach with longer storage.

with four 
water

millionSterilization.—The water in the reservoirs : 90 
gallons was treated with copper sulphate (50 lbs. to the 90 
million gallons three times a week, and as a result the 
plankton was decreased 80% in 30 days. Bacteria was 
duced 40%, turbidity 20%. Also the color was slightly re
duced. These experiments were conducted during July and 
August, the usual time for these organisms to be on 
crease.

the in-

The purification of the Mississippi River water having 
been solved, and the amounts and kind of purifying mediums 
to be administered, the constructional part of the work was
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Section of Embankment of Settling Reservoir.
,

of , a 5o-foot head. These pumps are for the purpose
filte ln^ the wash water tank with water to wash the
it jsS' "^he water is taken from the clear water basins as 

n_ecessary to wash with filtered water. Upward wash 
'“ese lke wash water flowing into the drain provided. 
tr°ll(><l I>Urnps are intermittent in action and are each con- 
autom W't^ an electrical controlling apparatus which will 

n in 1Ca " st0p "hen the water reaches a certain eleva- 
n fhe wash water tank. These pumps are driven by 

4°‘h-P. motors.

water, and are controlled by a set of lime, alum and hypo, 
controllers.

The offices, laboratories, preparation rooms, lockers, 
lavatories and bath rooms are on this floor grade 328.

Ash Storage.—The ash storage is located on floor grade

is
used,

The
340.

Controlling Chamber.—This chamber is 28 ft. by 7 ft., 
in which is situated a venturi meter to gauge the flow of the 
water from the raw water basin.

t 0
two The chemical supply is 

admitted at this stage, controlled and governed by a device 
in connection with the venturi meter.5o-h ^Ushing Pumps.—These pumps are of the two-stage, 

lion's Centrtfugal type, with a pumping capacity of 500 
P'essnrePer mtnute when flushing, and operated against a 
h-p. rno^°f 100 *bs. Per sq. in. They are driven by a 50-

Pressure Tank

The controlling
chamber and venturi meter is of concrete.

Mixing Chamber,—This chamber is 141 ft. by 47 ft., is 
connected to Nos. 1 and 2 controlling chambers, and 'is 
divided into 47 spaces by wooden baffles for the water to flow 
around ; these baffles being fixed with an alternate space at 
the ends. This chamber is of concrete at 1:2:4 mix, and 
cost $6.00 per cubic yard.

Centre Passage.—This passage is 7 ft. wide, 192 ft. 
long, and separates the mixing and controlling chambers 
from the coagulating basins, and has an upper and lower 
compartment.
the coagulation basins, and returns over a skimming weir 
into the upper portion of the centre passage to the filters.

^0tn the

st?el
Pumps.—These pumps also take water 

clear water basins and deliver water to a small
ugl tank in 
g'e suctio

s' the tower of the head house. They are of the 
n type, discharging 30 gallons per minute 

a bçad of 80 feet. They are operated by two 3-h.p. 
^aied i'hese pumps are intermittent in service and are 
1 lch fkf11' Stoppe<I by means of floats placed in the tank. 

1 Ft-xrts °Perates a Cutler Hamar series relay self-starter. 
and stops the corresponding pump with a positive

a-v
a>nst

Totors

The water passes into the lower portion to
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Lime Tanks.—These tanks are of steel plate construc-
, . n’ three in number, 12 ft. 6 ins. in diameter and 13 ft. 
high.

and certain maximum difference of not over six inches in the 
rise and fall of the water in the tank.

Sample Pumps.—There are twelve of these pumps of % 
h.p. each with a pumping capacity of two gallons per minute 
against a 20-ft. head. These pumps are situated on brackets 
secured to the walls of the operating gallery, one under each 
of the 12 operating tables. They take their suction from 
the corresponding influent pipes near the filter gallery wall, 
and are controlled by switches on the corresponding table.

Lime Crusher.—The lime crusher has a capacity of 15 
tons per hour, the crushed lime to pass through an iron 
ring of one inch in diameter.

They have an agitating device driven by three 5-h.p.
motors. There are two lime solution pumps in connection

h these tanks of the single suction type with a 3-inch 
discharge especially designed for a 7% solution and pump- 
of a thick, gritty liquid.

4o gallons per minute against a 45-ft. head.
are also operated and controlled at the operating 

as well as at the tanks, and are driven by two 2-h.p.

ing
They have a pumping capacity

These
Pumps
r°0m
motors.

Mixers—There are two concrete mixers with a mixing 
_ apacity of 40 cu. ft. each for mixing the lime solution which 

dumped into a trough in front of the tanks and flows
through 
mixe 
3oo is

Concrete Storage Bins.—These bins, twelve in number, 
are for the purpose of storing the alum, lime and hypo
chlorite.

a screen of a M-in. mesh into the lime tanks. These 
rs are driven by two 20-h.p. motors. The floor at grade 

sloped to a grade of 
"Ump- In this 
wtth a

The various chemicals are conveyed from these 
bins by a bucket with a recording gauge to register the 
weight. The bucket travels along a suspended track to the 
lime, alum and hypochlorite tanks.

in 20 to drain the floor to a 
sump is placed a vertical submerged pump 

Pumping capacity of 200 gallons per minute against 
and a suction of six feet.

automatic in operation. The pump and motor have a 
med efficiency of 35% driven by a 3-h.p. motor.

thr ^aS'n Water Pumps.—There tyre two of these pumps of 
C sm?le stage centrifugal type with an eight-inch dis- 

having a capacity of 1,600 gallons each per minute

The concrete to the
storage bins is heavily reinforced with steel work, 
conciete was of the 1 :2 :4 mix and cost $9.00 iper cubic yard. 
The forms to this work came rather high, averaging 9 cents 
per square foot.

*5-ft. head, It is slow speed The•Td

Chemical Feed Tanks.
floor grade 32S, and consist of the lime, hypo, and alum

These tanks are situated onrhir

4-
0



situated
of the 

-uncrete
situate»

Operating Ca'lery.—The operating gallery is 
above the pipe gallery and extends out over part 
filters. This is of brick construction with a cinder co 
transept arch roof, covered with slate. Here are 
all the operating tables and devices for controlling the ^ 

draulic valves, motors and all mechanical devices in conn 

nection with the chemicals, filters and pumps.
Pipes.—The total weight of piping in connection , 

the filters is 150 tons; Influent, wash water and dram 
365 tons; 48-inch ipipe line from reservoir to Central . v®^s; 
one and a quarter miles, 2,550 tons. Lead used, 80 
bolts, 6,500, assorted, for flange joints.

Clear Water Reservoir.—This is an immense c°ve ^ 
concrete tank with a concrete groin roof supported by 0 ° 
in. concrete columns at 18-ft. centres. The length of t ® 
water reservoir is 877 ft. 6 in. by 413 ft. 6 in. by 24 tQtai 
with a capacity of storage of 47 million gallons. T 
amount of concrete in this roof and columns was 
cubic yards, put in at the following cost :—

Cement .............................................
Crushed stone ...................................
Sand ....................................................
Mixing, transporting, placing •
Form building, 2c. per sq. ft-----
Wrecking and placing .................

with

ed

cle3r

15.°°°

$2.

I .

. icr
I .40

$5-95Total per cubic yard
is circul^ 

fro111
in construction, 46 ft. in diameter, built of concre ^

gtOt^
storage rooms, and elevation 340 to 353 is for water. f0rlc 
The outside facing above the grade of fill is of br’c^orage 
This wash water tower is for the purpose of water ^exi- 
with sufficient pressure for an upward wash to the

Wash Water Tower.—This wash water tower

Elevation 296 to 340 *sgrade 296 to grade 369.

Stone Addition to Settling Basin toThe Concrete and
Increase Storage Capacity from 45,000,000 to

75,000,000 Gallons.
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.25 of a millimeter, and 90% is finer than .8 of a millimeter. 
The diameter of the sand grains is computed on the spheres 
of equal volumes, and all percentages are calculated by

weight.
Clear Water Basins.—These are two in number, situated

below the filters, and are 151 ft. 6 in. by 53 ft-, with a con
crete groin roof that supports the filters. This groin roo 
is suppoited by 26-inch concrete columns at 14-foot centres.

Pipe Gallery.—This pipe gallery is situated between the 
clear water basins and the filters, in which are situated the 
hydraulic valves, influent pipe, wash water pipe and wash 

water drain.
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Coagulating Basins.—There are two of these basins, 
each 120 ft. by 96 ft., with three sets of concrete baffles and 
two skimming weirs, 
roof supported by 126 concrete columns.

These basins have a flat concrete

Gate House.—The location of this building is over the
Here areentire length and width of the centre passage, 

located the controllers in connection with the valves that con
trol the flow of water in the mixing chamber, coagulating

This building is of brick con-basins and centre passage, 
struction with a cinder concrete roof covered with slate.

Filters.—The filters are twelve in number, each 28 ft. 
by 53 ft., situated six on either side of a pipe gallery. These 
filters and gutters are of concrete reinforced with 54 steel. 
The mixture is a 1:2:4, and cost $10 per cubic yard. The 
filters are divided into two sections with a 2-ft. 6-in. centre 
gutter running north and south with lateral gutters running 
east and west supported on the 6-inch centre gutter walls.

At elevationThe water flows into the centre gutter.
310.50 it passes into the lateral gutters and sprays on to the 
filter beds below. Each filter has a filtering capacity of 
three and a quarter million gallons per day. The water, 
after passing through the filtering medium, passes into the 
pipe arrangement below, through a rate controller into the 
clear water basins or to the clear water reservoir.

Filtering Mediums.—The filtering mediums consist of 
three grades of gravel and one grade of sand. The gravel 
is of four grades, as follows " The bottom layer is three 
inches thick, composed of pebbles, 
through a screen of one inch mesh, and are retained on a 
screen of 54 inch mesh. The second layer is two inches 
thick; the grains pass through a screen of 54 inch mesh and 
are retained upon a screen of 54 inch mesh. The third 
layer is 1 }i inches thick, pass through a screen of 54 in., 
and are retained upon a screen of 5/16 mesh, 
layer is 1% inches thick, pass through a screen of 5/16 in. 
mesh, and are retained upon a screen having 10 meshes per 
lineal inch No., 20 wire. This gravel is of hard and 
durable rounded particles, with a high specific gravity, free 
from thin or flat pieces, washed and screened, and free from

These pebbles pass

The top

r '<?tZ-k ' - " -Z

■
I

.ii

;
w

View of Groin Arches, After Removal of Forms.

This gravel,sand, loam, dirt and organic impurities, 
without being ground or crushed, is digested for 24 hours 
in cold, strong hydrochloric acid, and 95 % must remain 
insoluble.

The filter sand is placed above the gravel, separated by 
a wire screen, to a depth of thirty inches, and is of a hard 
and durable kind, free from clay, loam, organic matter and 
flat particles, and stands up to a similar test as the gravel 
above.
.35 or more than .44 of a millimeter, and a uniform coeffic
ient of not more than 1.65. Not more than 1% is finer than

This sand has an effective size of not less than
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Cross Section Through Head House.

boil€rs aiTI ^eating.—Steam heating is furniished by two 
squar(l } Uated at grade 300 with a heating capacity of 1,500 
feet of eet’ caPable of supplying steam for 8,000 square 
squaro ya<*‘ation surface with a steam pressure of 25 lbs. per 
type. lnch- The radiators are of the peerless two-column

yac
t^e rota U,t1 Cleaner.—The vacuum cleaning system is of 
*Cet pei.ry.purnP type, having a displacement of 85 cubic 
Pcr nainutc*UUte when operated at a speed of 220 revolutions

|^e he^ ^ and Embankments.—A fill is placed around 

asinS) 0Use> filters, wash water tower and coagulation 
r '1 j sj0 m ^rade 301 to 323, with a 12-foot crown and a 
°afTulat;0nC' 1 his embankment is to keep the water in the 

clear ’ hlters and tower from freezing. The roof to 
Water reservoir is covered with 3 feet of earth,

;

*he

Brickwork.—The brickwork facing of concrete and solid 
'',alls above the grade fill to the head house, filter building, 
Tv,16 **0USe an<l wash water tower is laid in cement mortar.

, 6 Panels are laid with dark headers and light stretchers, 
t . Stive the buildings an effective appearance. All in- 
t^°r -aHs are coated with % inch of plaster. The cost of 
jn ah°r for the brickwork was $4.00 per 1,000. All cop- 
b]fSjan<? win<low sills are of terra cotta of such a shade to 

nd with the brickwork.
oak ®arpentry. All interior doors and frames are of red 
t0 c’«eXter*0r d<)or an<l frames of clear white pine ; the floors 
and J265 and rootns at grade 328 are Ji-in. by 3-in. tongued 
bevej] r°°Vcf> close grained, long leaf, yellow ipine fixed to 
le<] st . stflps embedded in the concrete floor. These bevel- 
in» *PS stand above the concrete 1 % inches, the interven- 
m0uidPaCe being fiHed with cinders. A #-in. by 7-in. 
floors fiase goes around all the rooms that have lumber

baboratOf Ij -ory ar*d Chemical Benches.—These benches 
thin g^ymaple’ made UP °f t%-in. by 3-in. strips, with the 
glue. Up* together and secured with waterproof
is jnsta] ffas machine of 150 cubic-foot capacity per hour 
tvater n' ^ *° ^urnisb gas for laboratory purposes, 
inch. Ah6 linCS S‘and Up to a Pressure of 150 lbs.

other pipes 50 lbs. hydrostatic nressure

are

The
per sq.

which will be planted and laid out in an artistic manner. 
The embankment to the raw water of settling reservoir has 
been carried up another ten feet to overcome the loss of 
head in the filtration plant, and to give the same pressure 
to the city’s distribution system.

Total quantities :—35,000 cubic yards of concrete, 
500,000 cubic yards of excavation, 260,000 cubic yards of 
fill and embankments, 900,000 pounds of reinforcement to 
concrete, 600,000 bricks.

Embankment and fill, watered and rolled, cost 85 cents 
Excavations, 65 cents per cubic yard.

The accompanying illustrations show the work during 
construction, which was carried out under the supervision 
of Mr. A. W. Ellson Fawkes, C.E., chief assistant engineer 
on the works for the city of Minneapolis, 
and Fuller, consulting engineers, New York, designed the 
system.

per cubic yard.

Messrs. Hering

PURIFICATION BY OZONE.

By R. M. Leggett.

(Continued from last issue. J 
If the pre-filter removes the gross matter, the ozone will 

remove the bacteria and the organic matter in solution, the 
effluent being clear, pure and free from odor, color or taste.

Ozonization is but another name for oxidation and it is 
by rapid and more or less complete oxidation that the de
sired results are accomplished.

Ozone is allotropie oxygen expressed by the symbol O,, 
as distinguished from oxygen, Oz. 
that tends to give up its extra atom.

It is an unstable form

Bacteria are composed of about 86 per cent, water and
18 per cent, of organic matter, 6 to 8 per cent, of which is 
carbon. The contact of these bacteria with ozone spells 
their instant destruction, as the carbon is reduced by oxida
tion to carbonic acid, the water is freed from the organic 
matter and we have as a result, water, carbonic acid and 
nitrous and nitric oxides.

In water highly contaminated with mineral salts, these 
gases may very slightly increase the nitrates and carbon
ates, but cn such a minute scale as to be hardly detectable 
by analysis.

It has been estimated that one million bacteria repre
sent one-sixteenth of a milligram total weight, of which, as 
stated, 80 to 86 per cent, is water and the rest carbon.

The average untreated natural water contains from 
1,000 to 10,000 bacteria per cubic centimeter, which repre

small an amount of carbon as to make its productssents so 
of oxidation negligible.

Various devices are in use for the production of ozone, 
but in all, the object is to bring a current of air in contact 
with the silent discharge of a high-tension current of elec
tricity.

The ozonizers in use in the Ann Arbor plant are of the 
tubular type, and consist of 109 tubes, 
long and 24 inches in diameter, 
ozonizers, two of which are in operation all of the time, and 
one is kept ready in case of emergency. The ozonizers are 
simply steel shells, containing 2-inch aluminum tubes, about 
30 inches long, rolled in, and have the appearance of small 
fire tube boilers. Inside these tubes are mica tubes for the 
dielectrics and inside the mica tubes are other aluminum 
tubes. The discharge takes place between the two aluminum

They are 35 inches
There are three of these
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THE ELECTRIC PURIFICATION OF WATER *
The space in each case is abouttubes and the dielectric.

1/16 inch, through which the air is passed. By D. D. Vincent.
The ozonizers are enclosed in steel tanks which have a 

circular dam in the middle, which forms two compartments. 
One compartment is the receiving end, where air under 
pressure from an air compressor is taken in and passed 

Part of its oxygen is converted into 
and the air then passes along, as required, to the

from which our great citiesThe pollution of the sources 
draw their water, 
the use of impure water, has drawn the attention of scientists 

the various methods proposed for the pun-

and the sickness and loss resulting from

through the ozonizer. and engineers to 
fication of such water as is available.

Your attention is invited to the electrical purification 0 
water, as practised by the Electra Pure Water Co., of this 
city, with which I am associated, as this method produces 
an ideal table water, free from organic matter, but not de

ozrne 
sterilizing towers.

After the air is compressed, it is ,passed through a 
cooler, thus preventing any heating of the ozonizer due to 
the discharge. It must be explained that only a small per
centage of the energy applied to the ozonizer is utilized in 
the production of ozone.

void of the necessary mineral salts.
Water purified by this process is taken from the city 

mains under pressure and passed between aluminum plate5 
which are connected to a suitable source of electrical supply- 
It is then filtered through crushed quartz while still unde.

We do not know to-day all of the changes which
We do know,

The greater part is lost.

Just as ozonizers are various in their form, so are, to 
no less extent, the means for applying- the ozonized air to 
the water. The problem is evidently to produce a thorough 
mixture and in the methods in successful use there are two 
fundamentally different ways of doing this. In one the 
water is finely subdivided and passed through the ozonized 
air and in the other, on the contrary, the air is subdivided 
and passes through the water. The Ann Arbor plant be
longs to the second class.

pressure.
take place in the presence of the current, 
however, that a small percentage of the water is decomposed 
and that the organic matter in the water is oxidized and 
coagulated by the oxygen which is released and that the 
hydrogen combines with minerals in solution forming flakes 
of solid matter which can be removed with the organic 
matter by filtration. Repeated tests have shown that colon 
bacilli will not survive in this water any longer than in dis

The ozonized air is conveyed to the sterilizing towers, 
which are built in batteries of a size to meet the capacity 
demanded.
3% feet between each step, 
top of No. 1 tower, at the bottom of which are arranged 
suitab'e spray nozzles for the introduction of the ozonized 
air. Each tower contains four baffle plates that compel the 
water to travel 57 feet in each 13 feet of tower. This pro- , 
longs the contract of the water and ozone and enhances the 
efficiency of the system.
No. i to ver and enters the top of No. 2 tower, 3^ feet lower, 
where the same operation is repeated, and so on to No. 3 
and No. 4 tower.

These towers are built on steps, with a fall of 
The water is taken in at the tilled water.

Exact work is being undertaken to establish the best 
practice in using this method of purification, both as to the 
form of apparatus used and the most economical current 
density and we are convinced that the cost of purification 
can be reduced to such a low figure as to givè this metho 
of purification a very wide application.The water leaves the bottom of

*Paper read before Cleveland Engineering Society.

The chief advantages of the ozone system over any 
other known system of water purification lie in economy of 
operation, constancy of action, and freedom from costly re
pairs and renewals.

Nothing is added to the water to cause it to have an 
unpleasant taste.

DISCUSSION ON FOREGOING PAPERS.

Langdon Pearse* :— ^
The previous speakers have given a general review

Mr. Pratt has shown you
the field of water purification, 
what the processes of filtration are, and the cost.No deleterious by-products are formed and odors and

Filtration by
cted

Mr. Leggett’s paper covers the ozone plant as ere ,
sterile

tastes due to organic matter are destroyed, 
any means is only a greater or less reduction in the bacteria

This percentage may be as
at Ann Arbor. The ozone process, as a means of - 
tion, is not yet on a commercial basis in this country, 
that a plant cannot be operated continuously to give uni 
results, nor is it economical. This was conclusively stl 
by careful independent tests, made at Jerome Park res<r ^ 
for the city of New York several years ago. Sterilization^^

contained in the raw water, 
high as 99 per cent, when everything is working right, but 
the remaining 1 per cent, in a highly polluted water may

Filtration exerts no selectiverepresent a grave danger.
It removes the same percentage of pathogenicaction.

organism as it does of the harmless ones. hypochlorite of lime is much cheaper and more depe 
Ozone treatment was considered for the city of M°ntr^jr

endati011 
for tbe

The paper by Mr. Vincent describes a process 1 
purification of water, based on making electro > ^
aluminum hydrate. Instead of adding sulphate of a'ur° gen 
the hydrate is made by passing an electric current 
two plates. This simply coagulates the water, and a ^ 
is essential -both to remove the turbidity and the ba

It is cheaper
usual

all

Ozone, on the contrary, has a selective action, killing 
all the pathogenic germs and practically all of the others. 
This is due to the low power of resistance to oxidation of the 
pathogenic germs and is confirmed by the statistics of vari- 

plices where ozonization has been introduced.

but Messrs. Hering and Fuller in their report 
state that it is not yet on a basis to mertit recomm

Pader-ous
born, Germany, had a typhoid rate of about 
1,000,000 population.
and ozonization still further reduced it to zero, 
was built in 1897 and has been in continuous operation since 
that time. Similar results have also been recorded in Paris, 
Dinard, -Chartres, Nice, Weisbaden and other European 
cities.

,500 per
Filtration reduced this rate to 290,

This plant

There is no virtue in the electric current, 
buy the sulphate of aluminum and apply it in the 
In the Louisville report, in 1896, Mr. George X-

Chic®^0In conclusion, it may be stated that any municipality 
using surface water may render this water safe by ozoniza
tion properly applied as outlined above.

* Division Eng:n°er. The Sanitary District of 
In charge of Sewage Disposal Investigations.
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Typhoid Fever Death Rate per 100 000 at 
Cleveland Detroit Toronto and Berlin

discharge its sewage into the source of water supply. 
Chicago is the only city which can successfully divert the 

That is the scheme we are following to-day,sewage.
as laid down by Mr. Hering in 1885. Recent investigations 
have shown that, with the unexpected increase in industrial 
wastes as well as human pollution, the rate of 3.3 cubic 
feet per second per 1,000 population is not sufficient, 
feel, however, that the work was excellently planned, and 
has fulfilled its purpose. A recent report by Mr. Wisner, 
our chief engineer, has outlined the means open to us to 
increase the dilution capacity by settling the sewage in 
Emscher tanks. Some work must be done at once on the 
industrial wastes and the city sewage, since the capacity, 
in accordance with our legal ratio of dilution, will be ex
hausted in 1922. We have been operating a testing station

We

a®ined this general process very carefully, with extended 
t,sts. and concluded that it was impracticable, and ex-
tremely uneconomical.

Sanitary engineers to-day recognize that the only tried
fnd effective means of treating a water supply to remove

acteria and turbidity, are sedimentation followed by slow
Sand or rapid filtration. A coagulant may be used at times
„.U" a slow sand filter, and is always required for the rapid

cr' As a finishing process, chloride of lime is available
0 sterilize. Alone it serves as an emergency process. It 

does n°t affect the turbidity.

situation in' Cleveland is of great interest to me,
as I Irepresented Mr. Whipple for two months, in 1903. 

ave followed the situation since. At that time we felt that 
filtration How soon, wewould undoubtedly be required.
°u'd not say, as the four-mile crib had only been in opera

tion two or three months, and the sewage had not been in-
With the data available,tercepted, as originally planned.

Whipple reported that filtration would probably be re- 
jWtted in a few years. Even if the sewage was removed 
rorn the Cuyahoga and the water front and discharged at a 

^°lnt some nine miles to the east of the crib, the crib would 
J ^ be exposed to occasional pollution. Sewage is still 
°WinK into the Cuyohoga in amount some 40 per cent, of 
e entire discharge.

Personally, I have never understood why the four-mile 
rhT'h in Cleveland was located directly in front of the Cuva- 
°ga> even though four miles off shore. Recent tests for 

the Lake Michigan Water Commission have shown that
work out

Mr.

under
even

favorable conditions a sewage stream may 
P ten miles from shore before finally dispersing. 
^4ve-*and water supply is turbid at times, and is undoub,- 
j y °Pen to suspicion on the ground of bacterial pollution, 

have not had a chance to examine the data at hand. I 
o feel, however, that if there is conflicting data, all hands 

^ °nUl get together at once and urge the appointment of a 
t Sln-Prested expert, a sanitary engineer of high standing, 

CXamine into the case in the light of developments since 
4*3, and report whether or not filtration is not immediately 

advisabi 
horn

The

has not been divertede, particularly as the sewage 
the Cuyahoga, and may not be for some years to come, 

j . *n the meantime, systematic data should be collected 

y’ Particularly on the turbidity of the lake water, as 
n from the tunnel at Kirtland street pumping station, 

.S temperature, alkalinity, and bacterial content, in order 
1 aVe data on hand to help in determining the filter prob- 

Possibly Mr. Pratt proposes to do this. It would also 
\Cry easy for him, in connection with a sewage experi-

three small experimental water 
sand and mechanical filters at Kirt- 
have a line on their adaptation to

be
tPent Nation, to build

s. and
Lite two or

try out si
Cl«velaZ"'’ in °rder
'and

conditions.
hcfo^°Ut e*8'ht months ago, in a talk at Detroit, and later 

gra Te the Illinois Water Supply Association I showed a dia- 
Det^.°n which was plotted the typhoid fever death rate of 
land°4’ Tor°nto, Cleveland and Berlin. Toronto and Cleve- 
lo\y J°th have an uneven rate. Berlin has a rate extremely 

insistently so. (See diagram.) At that time I 
I"rom' d °ut that the Cleveland supply was open to suspicion. 
vinC(1 ,What I have heard during the last two days I am con- 
Whet|^ that immediate steps should be taken to determine 
P'Oper r "Ur tion is required, at once,' and to make the 
Chloré m°Ve t0 finance the project, if it is required. 
steri]j2 ° hme is an excellent emergency expedient to 

^ the Water, and is now in use at the temporary plant. 

*hat a lhe modern standards of sanitation it is essential 
y have a clear water supply, always free from tur-

ENGINEER 5T1

Tnis isbidity, ana above suspicion of bacterial pollution, 
not only a valuable asset, an advertisement of progressive
ness, which appeals alike to commercial men and home- 
seekers, as well as to residents, but is also a distinct gain 
to the public health, since abundant statistics point to a 
marked reduction in the general death rate with the accom
panying reduction of the tyTphoid rate, when a pure water 
supply is introduced. The yearly saving in lives, if esti
mated at $5,000 each, would easily pay the interest on the 
cost of a filtration plant in many cases, 
be saved yearly, this would amount to $200,000, which 
capitalized at 5 per cent., is $4,000,000.

If 40 lives can

The situation in Cleveland is not unique, but is a com
mon one around the Great Lakes to-day, where a city has to
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dioxide in the atmosphere might be, that in the pulmonary 
air was kept constant at about 5 per cent, of an atmosphere 
by the action of the respiratory centre. It was impossible 
any excess of the gas should enter the body even in breath
ing the air of the worst-ventilated room, in which the per
centage of carbon dioxide assuredly did not rise above o-5 
or at the outside 1 per cent.

The oxygen in the worst-ventilated theatre, school-room, 
or chapel was never lessened by more than 1 per cent, of an 
atmosphere, but all the evidence went to show that only 
when oxygen was lowered below a pressure of 14 to 15 Per 
cent, of an atmosphere did signs of oxygen want arise. A 
diminution of 1 per cent, of an atmosphere had not the 
slightest effect on health or comfort.

There was no positive evidence which demonstrated the 
poisonous nature of the condensation water obtained fr0in 
the breath, as suggested by BrowmSequard and d’Arsonvali 
further, there was at present no trustworthy evidence of tbe 
existence of any such poison in exhaled air.

As to the general principles which ought to control the 
practice of the heating and ventilating engineer, the old 
English methods of open fire and open window had very 
much to recommend them. By the open fire air was kep1 
moving and cool air was brought in ; the heating was by 
radiation, and uniformity of the conditions of temperature 
in the room was prevented. On the other hand, the if1' 
pulsion of hot air into a room was the most objectionable 
of all the systems employed. A cool air and radiant heat 
were the ideal ; the hot air system gave neither. In cold 
weather the heated air became excessively dry ; the vigoir 
and health of children in America had been seriously under 
mined by the impulsion of hot “desert air” into the school5.

for over two years, and carrying along preliminary studies 
in the various schemes.

Milwaukee is now facing the problem.- There the entire 
sewage of the city is flushed out into the lake, two and a 
half miles from the water intake, 
has been recommended, with the removal of the sewage from 
the river and its diversion to a point about nine miles from 
the intake, where, later, settling basins, and finally, sprink
ling filters will be required.

Filtration of the water

In Toronto the water supply is to be filtered, with slow 
sand filters, recommended, by the way, by Messrs. Hazen 
and Whipple, and the sewage is to be diverted to a point
some three and a half miles to the east, where it is to be 
settled and perhaps disinfected before discharge into the 
lake. Dr. Amyot can tell you more of the details.

In conclusion, I may sum up by saying that it is recog
nized to-day that filtration of a water supply, either by slow 
sand or rapid filters, according to conditions, will remove 
impartially 95 per cent, or more of the bacteria, and the 
turbidity. A small amount of hypochlorite of calcium will 
remove practically all the remaining bacteria. The situation 
in Cleveland demands a most careful, unbiased investiga
tion, at once, in order to fix whether the available data war
rant the immediate expenditure of the sum required for 
filtration. Conditions have changed since 1903. In matters 
appertaining to the public health, delay is dangerous. 
Sterilization with chloride of lime will, however, furnish 
temporary protection until the decision is rendered.

VENTILATION.
Uses of Ozone.—In the concluding part of their papcr

in ventilation, bas
By Dr. Leonard Hill and Dr. Martin Flack.*

the authors discussed the uses of 
ing their remarks on experiments carried out with an oz°n 
izing apparatus put at their disposal by the Ozonair Con®' 
pany. They stated that by the smell concentrations of ozon® 
of far less than one part in a million could be detected, 
the gas should be present in the air for continuous breathing 
in concentrations not greater than that scarcely perceptib,e 
to the smell. Concentrations of even one part in a mill'011 
were too irritative. Very weak concentrations, barely Per' 
ceptible to the smell, had no ill effects, but destroyed ^ 
effect of unpleasant smells and gave a certain tang °r 
quality to stuffy air which relieved its uniformity. It 
in this respect that ozone had its use. There existed 
modern conditions of life so many trade shops, tube ra* 
ways, cold meat stores, etc., where the employes were 
posed to a persistent, uniform, and depressing smell- 
air in many buildings was made to smell by the hea»0 
appliance used. The addition of ozone took away the stOe^ 
and relieved the monotony of such air, and as the Oz°na ^ 
apparatus could, by the turning of a switch, be put 'n 
out of use, the uniformity of the atmospheric condit’0* 
could thus be frequently changed. The ozone, no don ’ 
exerted its effect both on the cutaneous and respite* ^ 

They thought that the addition of ozonized flir ^ 
the Central London Railway had improved the cond'*'0^ 
the unpleasant characteristic smell of the tub- bein'* 
ishcd, and the monotonous quality of the air improved-

ozone
The authors remarked that the good effects which re

sulted from efficient ventilation and open-air treatment, 
though generally supposed to be due to the chemical purity 
of the air, were due really to the movement, coolness, re
lative humidity of the air, and the ceaseless variation of 
these qualities. The ventilating engineer had hitherto fol
lowed a great illusion in thinking that the main object to be 
attained was chemical purity of air. The heating engineer 
had sought after an equally great illusion in striving to 
obtain a uniform summer temperature. The ventilating 
and heating engineers should aim primarily at giving air 
which was cool and of proper relative humidity, and which 
moved so as to vary the cutaneous state of the body. Com
fort and discomfort in crowded rooms and shut-up places 
depended, not on the chemical purity of the air, but to a 
minor degree on the influence of the smell of the air on the 
olfactory sense, and, to a vast degree, on the influence of 
the temperature and relative humidity, and the variations of 
these qualities of the air, which acted on the great field of 
cutaneous sensibility.

The chemical purity of the air might be considered from 
three points of view—the concentration of carbon dioxide, 
the concentration of oxygen, and the supposed presence of 
organic poison exhaled by the breath.

Owing to the fact that a percentage of carbon dioxide 
exceeding a very few parts per 1,000 was not legally per
missible in factories, it was commonly supposed that 
greater excess acted as a poison, 
was quite otherwise, for whatever the percentage of carbon

was

ex-
The

nerves.

any
The truth of the matter

1
de

The Harbor Commission, Los Angeles, Cal., hav0 ^ 
rided that the harbor imnrovements, consisting °f a *- 
foot fireproof wharf and wharf structures are to be con 
ed of reinforced concrete.

=tru•Abstract from a oaner read before the Society cf Arts, 
London. Eng., on “Influence of Ozone in Ventilation.”
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Economic limitations upon the develop-

MENT OF TRANSPORTATION BY 
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.*

our city roads. With all these changes there has been no 
change in the rate of fare.

The Increase of Haul and the Transfer.—The pushing 
out of the centres of population and consequent increase of 
average haul at a fixed rate of fare and the universal transfer 
are the most subtle and most difficult factors to isolate and 
to which assign a value—much more so than mere 
extension of trackage.

By Guy E. Tripp.

The evolution cf dectric railways from the horse cars,
cars and steam dummies of the late 8o’s has produced

any changes in our social and industrial life. The man 
"ho
nÇ tnat he might go to the city each day with certainty 

comfort while his'family enjoyed the benefits of sub
mit life
able di

over-cable

It is evident that all these changes must have increased 
relatively the expenses of operation, but this increase has 
been somewhat obscured by improvements which have been 
made in engines, generators, motors and, in fact, in all 
street railway apparatus, which have tended to reduce the 
cost of operation and maintenance.

formerly had to locate his home near a steam railroad

and

can now locate almost anywhere within a reason- 
stance and be served safdy, cheaply and expeditiously 

f the electric street railway.b While the operating 
ratio of individual companies may have shown considerable 
variation over a period of years, there has been 
change in the average ratio of all companies.

This has produced a com- 
0f e change in the distribution of the suburban population 
tyh;°'Jr cities and has added greatly to the value of land 

n "'as hitherto comparatively inaccessible, and the elec- 
eve transPortation system has become so indispensable to 
Pubv 'arg:e city that the loss of its service would be a

city’
cornP 
fabric .L,
tiVe 1 at any attempt to adjust its financial or administra- 
vigQr^cbicms is far reaching in its effects and provokes 
Wef, Us °PP°sition. It is as when one touches a spider’s 
dews’ t*le sPider is sure to rush from a dark corner to 

°ur the disturber.

that 1 been generally realized for a number of years 
havc‘ "b’le some favorably located street railway properties 
then, ttta'*e a satisfactory return on the capital invested in 
a?ain many are on the border line, so to speak, while others 
CarefU|"°uld show an actual deficit if their accounts were 

xv y analyzed and all reserves provided; yet so fearful 
litt/ PU^’C opinion, so willing to let sleeping dogs lie, 

c active and concerted effort has been made to
fihancVUfch c 

lal footing.

Piet
no marked

triç This evolution in the service has also, of course, neces
sitated corresponding increase in the equipment, so that 
the investment has grown rapidly, more rapidly, in fact, 
than have the earnings.

calamity which would paralyze a large part of the 
s industries. Electric transportation has, in fact, be- 

so close'y interwoven in our social and economic The attitude of the public toward the transportation com
panies has changed as their service has become irrevocably 
established. In the beginning the agency which furnished 
transportation so much more rapid and for 
distance than had previously been possible 
favored.

so much greater
was courted and

Every inducement was offered to attract 
who was ready to electrify an existing system 
into new territory. Small communities vied with each 
other m their efforts to attract extensions which would put 
them within easier reach of the larger sections. Almost 
any sort of construction and almost any sort of service 
was accepted gratefully and under this stimulus lines were 
built long before they should have been from a sound busi
ness standpoint; and the deficits that have thus accumu- 
lated must be met either by the public or by the investor 
who fads to receive a fair return from the beginning. The 
public, however, has withdrawn from the old partnership 
leaving its partner to pay .the debts of the concern while 
it retains considerable jurisdiction 
which it pro,poses to base a new deal.

anyone
or to build

are
(hat
adju

cases and to put the properties upon a firm

The electrical traction business was an unknown field 
rse railroads were electrified, and it has grown so 
P? the past twenty years that -its promoters and 

not realize that in the enormous extensions 
an ! mi eage and improvement of service they

"hen

»tor§ {jpj

lhe ho
over the assets, upon

I he efforts of the public service commissions and of the 
legislatures have been to

Nng th
been° PU^^C duite another commodity than that which 

^de ken Urnished by h-orse car lines. Settlements were 
^terision °n<* ends of lines, which soon required further 
°"r city ’ an<* Process was repeated ; so, step by step 
ln ^ttie S^stems have extended out into the country until, 
cntr;,_ ases> they reach to a distance of 10 miles from the

cjar the Cr.')C8:'nn>ng most of the patrons of these lines lived 
Statre ^J ’ hut as the territory gradually built up the 
tb incrpnS-ty *<ept mov*n8' toward the outer end, con- 
c e pe<)Ple as'nS the average haul. Further than this,

were
secure more and more for the 

public, which means less and less for the transportation
company. Such an attitude is but natural in light of their 
conception of their duty to protect the public and to advance 
its interest solely, while the railroad is left mainly to de
fend itself and its investors. It is unfortunate that many 
people seem to think that a public service corporation is 
subject to economic laws which are different from other lines 
of business. Now, an electric railway property is not an 
eleemosynary institution; it is a business enterprise. In the 
last analysis it is a manufacturing concern. Its product is 
transportation and its customers are the people who ride 
upon its cars.

*cnsity kept moving

Wereahvr® of the
■ Porti

not satisfied with being carried to the 
citV. they demanded It is governed by the same economic laws 

as any other line of manufacture. In order that 
ing business may prove a commercial success its earnings 
must be sufficient to pay the operating expenses and main
tain the property in good condition, to meet taxes and 
similar charges, to replace worn-out or discarded equipment 
and to yield a return on its capital which is of sufficient

they be to
transportnf'hat ^ might d<i 5 that iS’ that 

trs,,^ Part. j t,0n from any part of the system to any
CeSs^ for SOrnn ™any cases, however, this service was 
Was °n on ^ c*hing else or was a wholly voluntary con-
W*l'ehlXet V tho Ifart t*le street railway 
horSe not rCe trans*^er. which introduced a condition 
ahy ^ar days rXlst to any considerable extent in the old 

singip'^ W^’ch has contributed more than almost 
to the increasing cost of operating

be any grow-

This demand

amount and sufficiently stable to attract such additional in
vestment as is required by the growth of the business. If 
all these conditions are met over a period of years, the 
business will prosper.

act 0f
"°c'ation tapeT delivered to American Electric Rail- 

*> Jan
If one or more of them cannot be 

met, the success of the whole enterprise is in danger.uary 26th, iqi2.

■8 
S
’
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and the gross earnings approximately $37,000,000, a rati^ 
of 4.65 to 1. This increase in the investment ratio withou 
a marked reduction in the ratio of operating expenses has, 
of course, produced a reduction in the amount available 
interest depreciation and similar charges and, since

that the return

The street railway business requires larger amounts of 
capital than it is possible to supply from its earnings, and

the fundsturn to the investing public to
there is nothing which attracts the public 

in street railway enterprises in preference 
If the profits of the business

securewe must 
necessary ; and 
to an investment 
to other lines of business.

decreasing beyond that point, what is to be done about

the

be maintained, it must meanproperty must
on the investment has been reduced.

For example, a company earning $100,000 in 1891 rePr®f 
investment of 31 times the gross, or $310,000. 

assume the operating expenses at that time were 7° 
left to take care of taxes, interest, dep

the investment.

are
it?

sented anEconomies in Operation.—It is evident that the returns 
will be increased if we can reduce the expenses without 
changing the earnings or the investments, so during the 
last decade the efforts of every street railway manager have 
been directed toward securing economies m his operation. 
Power stations, transmission lines, car equipment, carhouses 
—every part of the system has been considered with a view 
to reducing the cost of operation and of maintenance, an 
the savings effected in these directions have been very 
factory; but, as I have pointed out before, the average 
length of haul at the same time has been increasing steadily
with a consequent increase in the cost of operation. 1 ur ”

has been increasing, so the 
has been 

which 
The forty-

pef
we
cent., $30,oco was
dation, etc., tlr.s being 9.65 per cent, on 

however, a company
investment of $465,000 and, if operated 

, there would be $35,000 to apply against the
cent, of the

earning $100,000 gross1911 
have an

for 65 Per 
above

cent
charges, which is at the rate of 7-55 Per

in-

satis- vestment.
The profit may be improved by proceeding along oT,e^e 

all of three general lines. We may reduce the ratio o ^ 
investment to the earnings, or reduce the operatu 

increase the earnings, and if we can do t e
will have

last
than this, the cost of living
final result has been that the gain by economy 
practically offset by the increase in the expenses 

beyond the control of the management.
just issued by the Board of Railroad

penses, or
without an increase in the investment, we 
plished the first automatically ; that is, the ratio of 

earnings will be reduced. You will agree ' 
reduce the investment which we have a 
slow to believe that our effort to reduce ^ 

successful in the future than 10

acc0<fl
in"65*

with 
Ire»*'ment to 

that we cannot 
made and I am

were
ex-third annual report 

Commissioners of Massachusetts shows an average percent
age of expenses to earnings in 1902 of 67.75 per cent., whie 
that of 1911 was 65.35 per cent. I think you will agree with 
me that an improvement of a little les than 1V1 per cent.

by itself, of great economic

penses will be more
Trackless trolleys, pay-as-you-enter cars, 
accidents have promised good results, but the

I believe that 
rate

It would sectf’’
situât'*5 >

UP0'1

camPa^n 
effet1past.

against
of their adoption has not been marked.

additional business at a

otn
ofin nine years is not, 

significance. city lines cannot
investment less than the present average, 
therefore, that the only solution of this vexing 
and the one which will put the street railway business 
a firm and equitable basis, is a readjustment of our s>

what this readjustment should be I arT\ br 
prepared to say, but I believe that the situation sh°j* be 
well understood, and an educational campaign sho 
carried on. The problems which confront us are n 
The horse railroads had the same difficulty and their^ ^ 
were made 6 cents or 7 cents or 8 cents or 9 cents, a 
cumstances justified, and the people paid these farC 
without grumbling, it is true, but nevertheless they Pa

see°

secure

the investment willIt is evident, too, that the return on 
be increased whenever we increase the earnings of the pro- 

corresponding increase in the expenses and 
This however, would have to come from an

stc-a
perty without a pot
investment.
increase in the rate of fare, or by reducing the amount of 
transportation wrhich is given for a single fare ; that is, we

we might charge

of fares. Just

might adopt some form of zone system or 
a passenger for a transfer, 
been tried to only a very limited extent in this country.

These sources of relief have

The third factor entering into the return on the invest
ment, and one which is not generally understood, is the 
ratio which the investment bears to the gross earnings of 

Many know, in a general way, that in a
Effect on Electric Railway Development.—I have ^ 

stated that there has been a decided letting up in 1 ^ 
velopment of electric railway enterprises during the a ^gS 
years, and tables showing the total mileage of electric 
in this country have been quoted to show that this ^ 
case. Statistics of this sort are extremely difficult to ^ ^ 
and still more difficult to check with accuracy, but ^ r6.
inclined to believe that the figures quoted do not al

table shows
. fro* %
each year

T’-
the business.
street railway the investment may profitably be four or five 
times the gross earnings, but it appears not to be so gen
erally understood that this ratio varies with the operating 
ratio of the business, and will increase or decrease as the

tea

operat’ng ratio goes up or down, moving always in the op
posite direction.

I believe there has been a decided increase in the ratio present the conditions ; for instance, this 
increase of only 1,200 miles in the total trackage 
to the end of 1910, yet the statistics published - 
the Electric Railway Journal show that during ctev- 
period almost 3,400 miles of new track were cons ^ gCo 
To bring this up to date we must add approximate ^nDeaf 
miles constructed during the year 1911, so it would 
that during the last four years over 10 per cent.

ol
of investment to gross earnings (and please note that I say 
investment and not par value of capitalization) in our

I base this idea largely upon
saif6this cil'street railway enterprises, 

the returns which are made to the Massachusetts Railroad 
commissioners, for these returns are unusually complete ; 
they cover companies doing a railway business only and the 
caoit’l’zaton is carefully supervised by the Railroal Com-

has ^

added to the total existing track. a0d.
I have tried to analyze these figures some" l1,1 tbirri 

while the results are probably somewhat inaccurate, 
they show fairly well the conditions which exist, 
the interurban mileage was rouhhly one-fifth 
cities, and during the four years

missioners and is based on the investment in the property.
Ratio of Investment and Earnings in Massachusetts.—

I find that in ifigt the net investment in the traction system 
of the fit te was approximately $27,500,000, while the gross 
earnings for that year were $8,900,000, so that the invest
ment was 3.1 times the annual gross earnings. Ten years 
later, in 1901, the investment was approximately $99,500,000 
and the earnings $23,000,000, so the investment was 4.3 
times the gross. In 1911 the investment was $172,100,000,

theinof that , tbe ed

addition to the city track was 2,048 miles, or 
7 per cent., while the addition to the interurban

said befo^-miles, or approximately 43 per cent. As I
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figures may not be strictly accurate, yet I believe they show 
fairly the conditions which exist.

One of the essential differences between the ordinary 
interurban and the city lines is that the former bases its 
'are upon the number of miles the passenger is carried, 
and is thus able to proportion its charge to the service it 
gives, while the city line operates upon a fixed fare and 
hence is often forced to take business upon a losing basis, 
furthermore,
naissions have as yet failed to give the interurbans the same 
strict supervision that they have to the city properties, and 
lhis has tended to make the interurbans more attractive. I 
believe we are justified in saying that we have probably 
reached the limit of economic development of our city lines on

SIS

flames. When once thoroughly ignited, the fireproof wood 
burns more briskly than the natural untreated wood.

The second method of chemical treatment was one in 
which such substances as alum were used in order to supply 
a considerable quantity of steam from the water of crystal
lization and also to encase the pores of cells with a solid 
refractory substance.

A still earlier procedure was that of protecting wood 
from contact with a combustion-supporting atmosphere by 
coating it with thin sheet metal, usually tinned iron or cop
per. For doors and shutters this was found very effective. 
More recently hollow metallic members for doors and trim 
and for furniture have been extensively used, with a con
siderable degree of success.

city governments and our railroad contour

They are of course, non
combustible, and under ordinary exposure keep their shape 
fairly well.lhe present fixed rate of fare, and not only that but further, 

" existing taxes, prices and service are not to be reduced, 
there must be a readjustment of the fixed 5-cent fare and 
universal transfer in order to insure a fair return even on 

present investment.

The wocden lath is without doubt responsible for the 
rapid spread of fire in many buildings of the older types of 
construction, and the attempts to develop a substitute have 
resulted in the metal lath and in the so-called plaster boards. 
The former are eminently satisfactory as substitutes for 
wooden lath, their greatest defect being their liability to 
become weakened by corrosion in damp places when used 
with certain kinds of plaster. The plaster boards are made 
of plaster of paris and some fibrous binding material, often 
wool, hair, or jute. Some are made of superposed layers of 
wool, felt and plaster. All, however, contain so large a 
percentage of plaster or other non-combustible material that 
combustion proceeds very slowly.

the

some refractory substitutes for wood.

At the meeting of the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers held in Boston, November 16,
Society of Civil Engineers and the Boston section of the 
American Institute of Electrical Engineers cooperating, a 
Paper was presented by Prof. Charles L. Norton, Mem. Am. 
S°c. M.E., of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
°n Some Refractory Substitutes for Wood. 
lfio paper follows :

The

1911, the Boston

There have been from time to time, in the last 30 years, 
attempts to make use of boards composed only of refractory, 
inorganic substances.
composed of some fibre and a cementing medium, 
most popular fibres for this sort of experimentation have 
been asbestos and mineral wool, the cements used including

An abstract of In general, such boards have been
The

common use of wood in and around our buildings 
ls responsible for a considerable part of the annual fire loss, 
aPd the discovery or invention of a satisfactory substitute 
lvhich would possess the desirable properties of wood and 
•ct be non-combustible has been long hoped for. It is clear 
'hat in onde,- to be accepted as a substitute for wood in 
Tiding construction, a new material must approximate in

fight

about all the common cements of both the air drying and 
the hydraulic types. Oxychloride of magnesium, the value 
of which as a cement was discovered some 50 years ago by 
Sorel, has been the favorite cement for experimenters be
cause of its simple preparation, its quick hardening and 

For some reason, however, a large per-great strength.
centage of the oxychloride cement is variable in its proper-

When mixed with sand or similar

of working, theness, strength, elasticity and 
natural woods, and further, since the variation in natural 
'v°°ds fits them for special details of construction, the sub- 

1 lute must be had in different grades of hardness, tough- 
n°Ssj fineness of texture, etc. Moreover, the ease of work- 
ng, sawing, boring, nailing and so on, leads to a wide use 

natural wood, and a substitute to be acceptable must ap- 
°xirnate the ordinary natural woods in these respects.

ease

ties and often defective, 
dense bodies the oxychloride is often satisfactory for long 
periods, but the experience of the author with mixtures of 
this cement with fibres, both organic and inorganic, leads 
to the conclusion that it is unstable and unsatisfactory. 
This is more probably the case when the boards are used 
in damp places or out of doors.Many of the earlier attempts were made in the direction 

altering the natural wood by
as to make it ignite with greater difficulty and burn 

* °w,y and without much flame. These processes afforded 
number of so-called fireproof woods. The principle under-

First,

There next appeared a number of wood substitutes in 
which a fibre was bonded by silicate of soda, commonly

Some were made in this country.

of some chemical treatment, 
moreSri

known as water-glass, 
but the most serious attempts were made in England and 
Russia, where the Tmshenetzky process was used to make 
a board called uralite. 
stitute for wood which had appeared up to that time. Uralite 
was composed of a sheet of asbestos millboard saturated 
with a solution of silicate of soda, which was subsequently

'yin
d the chemical treatment was usually one of two.
Wo°d was saturated with a solution which, on drying, It was the most satisfactory sub-the

!eft in
the pores a salt capable of giving off a gas when 

ofatcd, this gas being of such a nature as to be incapable 
t SuPporting combustion. Phosphate of ammonia and 

ngstnte of soffa were extensively used for this purpose, 
thorough saturation the protection afforded the wood 

adjoining portions of the structure was by no means 
So^8rntficant ; specimens of wood treated with phosphate of 
tbaa fiave been in the possession of the author for more 
deter/6" 7ears- nn'! after ten vearlv tests show no signs of 
tr6a. Or,'tion. Similarly some specimens of wood and cloth 
n0 j d yith tungstate of soda in 1903 have shown little or 
p-Cf 'n fire resistance. The main value of such chenrcnl

ho

precipitated as colloidal silica by a solution of bicarbonate 
of soda.
or chemical properties of the material, uralit- has practically 
disappeared from the market, 
time to time a number of patents for boards composed 
mainly of fibres and lime, but no great use seems to have 
been made of them.

With For some reason not connected with the physical
an<j
insi There have appeared from

After much study two conclusions seemed inevitable to 
the author: First, no homogeneous inorganic substance was 
Vk V- to prov' satisfactory, but that a mixture of a fibren 'les in its diminishing the volume of the resulting
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Under prolonged red heat the boards become weakened, but 
for such exposures as occurs in fires in buildings the re
sistance is ample, 
wood may be placed over the top of an open furnace at i7°° 
deg. Fahr., the flame impinging directly on the lower sur
face of the sheet, and at the end of half an hour the sheet 
may be taken off and while its lower side is still white hot 
be plunged into cold water and then returned to the furnace 

It may be slightly warped and its strength 
will probably be diminished 25 per cent, or more, but it will 
still be sound and whole and free from cracks or serious 
weakness.
to withstand much longer exposure, but it is not suitable f°r 
linings for furnaces or kilns which are kept constantly at 
red heat. In some fire tests the paint on the outside of a° 
asbestos wood door 1M in. thick was not scorched after the 
fire inside had been burning at a temperature of 1700 deg- 
Fahr. for more than an hour.

and a cementing substance was necessary to give wood 
characteristics to the material; and secondly, a mixture of 
asbestos fibre with one or two cements (first oxide of mag
nesium or calcined magnesia, and second calcium silicate 
and aluminate mixture) seemed more suitable than any 
other combination.

The author proceeds to describe what he calls asbestos 
wood made under his patents, and developed from the appli
cation to mixtures of certain processes of mixing, pressing 
and curing. It is stated to be practically incombustible, 
harder than natural woods, to have a transverse strength 
about two-thirds that of white pine with the grain, and, 
without being brittle, an elasticity less than that of natural 
woods ; the coefficient of thermal conductivity has been 
found in English units to be between 50 and 30 B.t.u. per 
sq. ft. per 24 hours, per 1 deg. Fahr.

The weight of the several grades of asbestos wood 1 in. 
thick varies from 8 lb. to 13 lb. per sq. ft. White pine 1 in. 
thick when dry weighs approximately 3 lb. per sq. ft., and 
oak about twice as much. The transverse strength of boards 
and the maximum fibre stress is between the limits of 
5,000 lb. and 10,000 lb. Test specimens 12 in. wide, 12 in. 
long and V\ in. thick, broken by centre load when supported 
on two edges with 11 in. span, broke on an average at 200 
lb. load. Under the same conditions clear white pine broke 
under a load of 300 lb. with grain and 20 lb. across it. In 
some cases the equality of strength in both directions is of 
great advantage.

The tendency of the material to absorb water varies be
tween the limits of 4 per cent, and 20 per cent. This ab
sorption is not of such a nature or amount as to cause dis
integration from freezing and the material is not injured by 
prolonged soaking in fresh water. Sea watër tends to dis
integrate it after a time, the magnesium salts in the water 
replacing the calcium of the cement.

The coefficient of expansion varies with the temperature 
and also with the age of the specimen. It is small, being 
about 0.C00004 at ordinary temperatures, diminishing rapidly 
at 700 deg. Fahr. aqd becoming negative at 950 deg. Fahr. 
where shrinkage occurs.

The operations of boring, sawing and finishing are all 
somewhat more difficult with asbestos wood than with the 
natural woods. It withstands scraping and rubbing much 
better. Floors and stair treads made of the material wear 
well, but ate liable to be slippery when wet.

Many of the common wooden details of modern build
ings have been successfully duplicated in asbestos wood, 
doors usually being hollow to save weight. Wherever there 
is danger of ignition of wooden framework a lining of the 
material has been found effective, notably in the vicinity of 
electric apparatus. It has been found best to mold the 
sheets while still in a plastic condition so as to form large 
pipes or ducts, and many locomotive round-houses have been 
equipped with smoke jackets or ventilating hoods. Shingles 
which have been in the weather for years have proved dur
able and this quality seems certain to equal that of fire 
resistance.

The ability to stand heat makes it available for blocks 
on friction brakes where a flexible material is not needed. 
The coefficient of friction of iron is approximately 0.3 to 0.4.

It has also been used as a mold for glass utensils dur
ing the process of manufacture, its non-conducting proper
ties making it preferable to iron in some instances.

It is, of course, the fire resistance of the asbestos wood 
which gives it its greatest interest. There is nothing com
bustible in it, and on exposure to fir e nothing can occur 
except a gradual dehydration of both fibre and cement.

For instance, a sheet of M-m. asbestos

for 10 minutes.

Fire tests have shown the ability of the material

BRITISH COLUMBIA’S MINERAL PRODUCTION

An estimate of British Columbia’s mineral producti°n 
has been prepared by Mr. W. F. Robertson, provincial miner 
alogist, which is really a prelminary review of the progre

title5made in 1911, with an approximate estimate of the quan 
and value of the province’s several mineral products.

The estimated mineral production is $23,211,816. 
the revised statement which is made up after the receipt 
all mining returns shows this amount to be approxima 6 
correct, it will then be seen the amount was smaller than to 
of 1910 by $3,165,250, and less by various amounts than

If
of

that

of any year since 1905. .
The curtailment of ouput is attributable for the ru05

coal minpart, if not entirely, to the effects of the strike of 
employees in the Crow’s Nest district of South-east Kootena^ 
The suspension of work at the mines and -coke-ovens laS 
for practically two-thirds of the year, and prevented the 
duction of coal and coke during that period to an extent 
involved a decrease in value from East Kootenay alone 
nearly $3,000,000. If to this be added the decrease in 
of the production of metals of one copper producing 6 ^ 
pany alone-—as compared with 1910, of $1,600,000—^ 

the direct result of the cutting off of the supply ^ge 
for its blast furnaces, there will be obtained a total deer 
of more than $4,500,000, which was an immediate

of
value

of 6°kewas
cons6'

llieri65'quenc-e of the labor difficulties at the Crow’s Nest co
producti011

less61
eitber

There were other temporary obstacles to 
being maintained at the ordinary rate which also in a 
degree accounted for a decrease in the output, these 
have been overcome or are likely soon to be removed, 
while a settlement has been made of matters that
dispute between the -coal-mine operators and their empDy 1

-coal au

Mean- 
were i"

thus by the end of the year the normal output of 
coke was being gradually restored.

British Columbia’s proportion of the mineral P 
of Canada is comparatively large. The whole value 
production of this province to the end of 1911 is 
mately $397,000,000, since the published official - 
the whole Dominion do not include production prior 
the present comparison must be confined to the Pe 
twenty-six years—1886-1911. Placing the aggregate 
whole of Canada at $1,245,000,000 (which allows f°r

rodUCtihe
of tbe 

aPproXnf
records f

to .886-
riod °f

-

tb6
19H a

,00»
Dominion total of $115,000,000, an amount $l0’ pop 
greater than that of 1910), and British Columbia’s P ^ 
tion for the same period at $333,000,000, it follows

ceDt' da i0 I
tb6of

Province has to be credited with nearly 27 per 
value of the mineral production of the whole of 
the twenty-six year period under notice.
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HYDRAULIC TURBINE DESIGN.

The recent failures of water-wheel casings, as a 
result of which great damage was done to the power 
houses and electrical equipment, bring to mind the fact 
that water-wheel design is as yet in an elementary con
dition as regards the handling of certain features by the 
hydraulic engineer. The failures in question and the 
attendant results were caused by the breaking of the 
wheel casings. There is little excuse for failures of this 
nature with the present state of hydraulic theory and 
structural design.

A few years ago failures of this nature rarely oc
curred. Now, however, they are becoming increasingly 
frequent in number. The reason for this increase is hard 
to see, for the theory of turbine design has advanced 
very rapidly, until now we have reached a state of near 
perfection with regard to efficiencies, etc. Likewise, 
our knowledge of the strength of materials and the 
stresses induced has developed. Too little account, how
ever, is paid by the manufacturer of hydraulic turbines 
and the hydraulic engineer to the new conditions which 
have arisen in connection with water-power development. 
Many plants are being installed having long penstocks, 
and these inevitably cause trouble unless handled pro
perly. The difficulties of regulation caused by long- 
feeder penstocks are hard to deal with, and as a result 
the manufacturer and the engineer have left the question 
to solve itself. Many plants are now struggling along 
with practically no regulation on account of the above. 
Difficulties other than regulation are liable to develop 
as in the above noted failures. The vibrations and 
oscillations set up in the penstocks as a result of change 
of load, or load thrown off, induce excessive pressures 
in the penstocks and wheel casings. When no account 
of such excessive pressures is taken, or means furnished 
to relieve the condition by the installation of relief 
valves, bursting plates or standpipes, trouble will 
tainly develop.

In a design which came to the writer’s attention 
recently a small bursting plate was placed at the lower 
end of a penstock 1,500 feet long, and this was the only 
provision made for safeguarding the penstock and wheel 
casing. The specifications for the water-wheel governors 
did not state the minimum time allowed for full closure 
of the gates. On investigation it was found that the 
governors would have to be set for minimum time closure 
of eight seconds to ensure safety to the penstock. With 
conditions such as these, is it any wonder that the fail
ures of wheel casings are increasing?

In order to prevent serious criticism, hydraulic en
gineers must pay more attention to this feature of power 
plant design. It is often cheaper and easier to neglect 
the regulation side of the design, but it will be usually 
found that such neglect is very costly in the end to the 
power plant owner as well as to the reputation of the 
engineer.

cer-

WATER PROD PING OF CONCRETE.

The waterproofing of concrete has become very im
portant on account of its widespread use in building and 
engineering construction. For some time the opinion of 
engineers who have paid some attention to this phase 
of Portland cement and concrete has been that little 
benefit is gained by using the waterproofing mediums 
now sold on the market. It has been stated by the manu
facturers that the use of these so-called integral water
proofing compounds would procure an impermeable con-
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slight amount of moisture coming through the test pieces
Thus it cannotcrete or mortar, and a few years ago results seemed to 

justify their use. However, many intelligent and com
prehensive tests on the absorbtive and permeable quali
ties of Portland cement and concrete have been made, 
and these experiments almost universally show the same 
results.

without indicating on the filter paper, 
be stated that if a material were used which was damp 
proof according to this test, if used as a basement wall,
___surface being constantly exposed to moisture and the
other surface in an enclosed room where there would be 
little or no circulation of air, that the interior surface 
would not appear damp and the atmosphere become 
saturated with moisture. The tests of coating materials 
as damp-proofing mediums can be considered as on y 
preliminary, but the results, considered along with the 
chemical discussion, throw some light on their compara
tive merits. The mortar used in these tests was, pf'

The

one

Tests on the waterproofness of concrete are difficult 
to execute, for the constituents vary in absorptive quali
ties, porosity and percentage of voids. The Bureau of 
Standards of the United States has just finished a series 
of tests of the absorptive and permeable properties of 
Portland cement mortars and concrete, together with 
tests of damp-proofing and waterproofing compounds and 
materials. An endeavor was made to conduct these tests 
in such a manner as to make the results of practical 
value as a determination of the comparative values of 
these mediums. Forty different compounds were pur
chased in the open market and several void-filling ma
terials were obtained for testing. A complete record of 
each compound is reported as to its character, chemical 
analysis, method of application, the result of physical 
tests, and noted peculiar characteristics.

haps, too coarse and too absorptive for a fair test. ^ 
purpose of the rough surface was to test the flowing 
qualities of the coating, and it would seem that many 
of the failures may be due to the poor or imperfec^ 
spreading and adhesive quality. Several of the 
pounds deteriorated and proved their unfitness for th 
purpose intended. ,

Well-graded sands containing considerable grade ^ 
fine material are preferable for making impermeable con
crete, but if such is not to be had, fine material in tn 
form of hydrated lime, finely ground clay, or an add ' 
tional quantity of cement will be found of value. ^ 

Where Portland cement mortar is used as a plaste^ 
coat, if sufficient cement be used and the sand contaim 
sufficient fine material (or a fine material be added) an 
the mortar be placed without joints and well trowe 
(care being taken not to over-trowel, which may c:l1* 
crazing), the coating will be effective as an impermea ^ 
medium without the use of any waterproofing compoun^- 

As a precaution, under certain conditions, it is 11 ^ 
doubtedly desirable to use bituminous or similar coa 
ings, even on new work, as protection where cracks nl‘^ 

due to settling of foundation or expansion and c°^ 
traction caused by temperature changes. In large 
exposed work it is practically impossible to prevent so 
cracks, but where cracks can be prevented no coa je 
whatever is required to make the structure impermea 

The permeability of Portland cement mortars an

of two general classes, theThe compounds are 
waterproofing compounds for preventing the flow of 

through masonry where subjected to a hydro
static head, as in reservoirs, cisterns, tunnels, cellars, 
and the like; and damp-proofing compounds for 
coming dampness resulting from the capillary attraction 
and absorptive qualities of masonry, preventing damp- 

in habitations, and the disfigurement of exterior and 
interior surfaces of brick, stone, and concrete walls and 
interior plastering and decorations due to staining and 
efflorescence.

Two series of tests were made in the investigation, 
one of the waterproofing or water-resisting qualities of 
the compounds recommended for such use, and another 
of the damp-proofing qualities of other compounds so 
recommended to be used.

water

over

ness

occur

A summary of the results of the tests shows that 
Portland cement mortar and concrete can be made prac
tically water-tight or impermeable to any hydrostatic 
head up to 40 feet without the use of any of the so-called 
“integral” waterproofing materials; but in order to 
obtain such impermeable mortar or concrete considerable 

should be exercised in selecting good materials as 
aggregate and proportioning them in such a 
to obtain a dense mixture. The consistency of the mix
ture should be wet enough so that it can be puddled, the 
particles flowing into position without tamping. The 
mixture should be well spaded against the forms when 
placed, so as to avoid the formation of pockets on the 
surface.

concretes rapidly decreases with age.

EDITORIAL COMMENT.care
manner as theThe Commission of Conservation have begun „ 

publication of a monthly paper called “Conservatio g 
The March issue, which has just come to hand, 5 _

it will be published during eight months of the y 
This bulletin will be invaluable to the press, contai ^ 
as it does authoritative information on conserva
matters.

that

The addition of so-called “integral” waterproofing 
compounds will not compensate for lean mixtures, 
for poor materials, nor for poor workmanship in the fab
rication of the concrete. Since in practice the inert in
tegral compounds (acting simply as void-filling material) 

added in such small quantities, they have very little 
or no effect on the permeability of the concrete.

be taken in making the concrete impermeable

nor
réalisa;

Commercial peat seems to be very nearly a 
tion now. The method of treatment heretofore aS 
been economically successful. That difficulty, ^
has been overcome, and a thoroughly successful rne 
of treating peat has been practically demonstrated a ^ 
Government laboratories near Ottawa during 1LieoSe 
two years. All that remains now to make the in’111 ^e\ 
peat bogs of the Province of Ontario available *?rvoted 
is a reasonable amount of commercial enterprise e 
to the work of development.

not
»hoW^

tb od
are

If the
same care
without the addition of waterproofing materials as is 
ordinarily taken when waterproofing materials are added, 

impermeable concrete can be obtained.
The damp-proofing tests as conducted would indi

cate that Portland cement mortars can be made not only 
impermeable, but damp-proof as well without the use of 
any damp-proofing or waterproofing compound. How- 

these tests should be interpreted with caution, as 
the evaporation may have been sufficient to care for the

an

î ficat*011
Toronto has decided to build a sewage pur j-r£>rn 

experimental station. The results to be obtaine gfld 
the operations of such a station are very valuab 1ever,



FREE assistance in drainage.

*as 
^ore

’V*elds 0n tvventy-five were able to give definite figures on 
$aid tjj n c^rained and undrained land. Three of the number 
Creas€s y S3w no difference, but all the others reported in- 

qu Eleven counties were represented in the reports, 
'Ocre/ arn ’n tke east to Essex in the west. The value 

Ses. including straw, was figured at October, igu.

exceptionally dry season of iqii land
ura ed produced on an average about 
acre than land that was not rained, accoi to

by the Department of 
College.

at the

Of Were received from a large number of farmers,

n° doubt the local sewage disposal problem will be 
STeatly cleared by the proposed experiment. The sewage 
disposal problem of the cities bordering on the Great 
Lakes has come to be a serious one, and it is only by 
exPerimental work that the degree of clarification neces
sary for preserving the water supply will be discovered.

1 is sincerely hoped that the experimental work will be 
Prosecuted energetically in order that the resulting data 
may be of immediate service before the building of sew- 
a£e treatment works.

general notes.

Precipitation during March exceeded the average very 
orally in Ontario, and in Eastern Quebec, Northern New 
-runswick, and Eastern Districts of Nova Scotia. 
vkere in Canada it

the Western Provinces, to a marked extent. Practically 
reports regarding the amount of snow on the ground in 

Pritish 
‘here is 
n is 
Western

Else-
deficient, and in British Columbiawas

and

Columbia have been received, but it is apparent that
a considerable amount on the mountains, although

In theProbably less than at thè end of February.
Provinces there is comparatively little snow on the 

roundj the depth in Eastern Saskatchewan and Manitoba 
ln£f from two to four inches, while in other districts the

twcUnd is Practically
°n thirty and forty inches, lies on the ground in Northern
ano and over the greater part of Quebec, but this depth

creases southward to a trace near the shores of Lake On-
tan0

A large amount of snow, be-bare.

de

and near the Bay of Fundy.
r table shows for fifteen stations, included in the
pr °!t. °f the Meteorological Office, Toronto, the total 

rpitation of these stations for March, 1912:
Departure from

Depth the average 
in inches, of twenty years.Cal

Edm&ry’ Alta.............
A,ta- •

-vinu- Urrent’ Sask- 
Port c^’ Ma»-
^orom ey’ 0nt- • 
Kr . Ont..............
0ttry Sound, Ont. .
ï taWa- Ont...............
n%t°n, Ont...........
Montreal r\
2««b4nQle
ChatL ’ Quo- 
h" ‘hatn- N.B 
v ,fa*. N.s 

» C
°°PS, B.C.

03 — 0.44
— 0.37
— 0.76
— 0.95
— 0.26
— 0.23
— 1.31
— 1.03
— 0.70
— 1.90 
+ 0.61 
+ 0.57 
+ 1.36
— 1.40
— 0.42

0.4

Wi o. i
0.3

T 2.6
1.97
i-7 ‘
i-5
1.6
2.0

2.2
3-7
6.7
i-4
0.0

prices, and March, 1912, prices. The former showed an 
average of $15.97 per acre and the latter $17.04, and both 
together an average of $16.50. The three who reported no 
increase were counted in obtaining the averages.

In wet seasons the results are even more marked, but 
even at $16.50 per acre, drains more than pay for them
selves in two years.

The O.A.C. is again renewing its offer of assistance to 
farmers in laying out their drainage systems. The Depart
ment of Physics has a special staff of drainage advisers for 
this work. There is no charge for the services of these
men, the only outlay to the farmer being the travelling ex
penses, which are low. 
cent a mile for this work, and as several surveys are always 
made on one trip the expenses are divided among the several 
parties concerned.

As the railway fare is only one

Anyone wishing to have a drainage 
survey made should drop a card to the Department of 
Physics, O.A.C., Guelph, whereupon regular application 
form will be sent, and later on one of the department’s 
drainage advisers will make the survey.

PROFESSIONAL DEGREES IN ENGINEERING.

In tile year 1896 the University of Toronto passed a 
statute establishing professional degrees in civil, mining, 
mechanical and electrical engineering.

■Candidates for any of the said degrees were required, 
in addition to three years’ professional experience, to hold 
the diploma of the School of Practical Science, and also the 
degree ' of B.A.Sc. The latter requirement being imposed 
upon those only wh0 graduated from the school subsequent 
to June, 1895. Since the passing of the above act a large 
number of men have graduated who, through their profes
sional activities, have found it impossible to meet the latter 
requirement of the statute. Some of those of this number 
have turned their attention to other activities, and many 
have already made good in their profession, and it has been 
felt that at least a measure of relief should be given to the 
situation. The University, therefore, recently amended the 
statute by changing the date up to which the B.A.Sc. de
gree would not be required from June, 1895, to June, 1905. 
By this amendment statuary difficulties at least in the way 
of proceeding to a professional degree have been removed 
from about 190 graduates.

OIL-BURNING LOCOMOTIVES.

The Canadian Pacific Railway has decided to use oil in 
its locomotives on Vancouver Island. The reason for this is 
because of the stringency of the forestry regulations, which 
makes a railway responsible for fires originating on its 
right-of-way. Recently in the supreme court at Nelson, the 
finding of the jury was that the Canadian Pacific Railway 
was responsible for the damage done to timber limits of the 
King Lumber Company, and awarded $140,000, the amount 
sued for. In that case, the fire started on the right-of-way. 
smouldered for some days, then was swept by a wind across 
the Moyie River and later carried by another wind into the 
timber. It is fairly convenient to burn oil on the coast lines, 
since transportation from the oil fields is by water, but the 
question of using oil in the interior has not yet been taken 
up for definite settlement. With many waterpowers available 
throughout the whole of the interior, electrical power will 
probably be utilized when a change is made from the use of 
coal in locomotives.
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have com; to the conclusion that, under present conditions, 
the latter give the best results.

SURFACE TREATMENT OF PARK ROADS.*

Our experience with emulsions has not been very exten- 
VVe found that the effect of each application lasted

By Col. Spencer Cosby, U.S.A.
sive.
only two or three weeks, the time depending largely on the 
amount of rain, and we soon reached the conclusion that 

of labor and material for the repeated application*

The greatest friend of the American road builder of to
day, the much maligned and loudly abused automobile, has 
undoubtedly been the chief single factor in the wonderful 
advance that has taken place during the last decade, both 
in the art and in the extent of our road making. Through

thousands of

the cost
that were necessary made the cost of this method greater

It has the advantagein the end than that of the others, 
that the road never has to be dosed to travel even while 
the material is being applied, though there is some objeC" 
tionable tracking for about a day afterwards.

We have also used sulphite liquor, but to only a limited 
extent, owing to the fact that the first cost of the materia 
is much greater than that of either oil or tar, while its effect 
is not so lasting. It possesses the advantages of allowing 
the road to be used immediately after application, of not 
permanently darkening the color of the road surface and 0

the instrumentality of the motor car many
influential citizens have had carried home to themour most

the conviction that the necessity for good roads is not merely 
à local issue but is a question of nation-wide importance, 
and never before in our history has the interest in it been 

nor have such large sums been spent in the makingso great 
and upkeep of our roads.

But while other factors than the automobile have con
tributed an important share towards achieving this result 
in the general case of country and suburban roads, the 
improvement that has taken place in our park roads during 
the last few years can be attributed almost solely to the 
automobile. Until its advent the traffic on these roads was 

confined exclusively to light vehicles, so that 
well compacted gravel road-

not staining.
In this market water gas and coal gas tar cost about 

the same, but the former has given better results in use on 
roads, as the coal gas tar does not retain its elasticity

We have us 
and ligh1 

last-

and
edso does not have as good binding power, 

the same method in applying water gas tar
in most cases
ordinary macadam, or 
beds, met all requirements.

Here in Washington our roads were thoroughly gone 
and all defects repaired once each spring, and this,

even
asphaltic oil, and have found the effect to be about as 
ing in each case, one application a year being sufficient 
keep the road in good condition. The oil has, however 
been slightly cheaper than the tar in this market, and ^ 
requires a smaller quantity to be used per square yard 
the second application ; it is also more absorbent of 1 
triturated material that forms on the surface of the ro 
under traffic, and so makes a more nearly dustless ro 
For these reasons we now prefer it ta tar, though I c°n 
fess to some misgivings as to the ultimate effect of the c 
formed upon the road surface by the commingled oil a 

where the traffic is heavy the' crust

over
with frequent watering, sufficed to keep them in good con
dition for many years—in fact, they never seemed to wear 
out. The yearly repairs cost comparatively little, the chief 
item of expense of maintenance being the watering, 
averaged about 3.2 cents per sq. yd. of road surface per 

No watering was done during the three winter

This ad.

annum.
months, while in the early spring and late fall the roads, 
watered once a day in dry weather; during the remaining 
six months of the veai; the watering carts went over each 
road twice a day during dry weather, and three times a day

As long as the roads were kept

were

Even now,dust.
picked up in places, forming occasional ruts and waves.

roads is aSOur method of applying oil to macadam'-1 Periods of drought.
fairly smooth and reasonable free from dust, everyone 
satisfied. No attempt was made to clean the roads, though 
the gutters were swept from time to time.

But this happy state of affairs ended with the coming 
The number and average weight and

was fellows :—
All ruts and holes in the surface of the road are 

repaired bv cleaning out the cavity, filling it with c0 ^ 
, which is covered with a coating of hot, heavy, 

phaltic oil, then sprinkling a light coat of screening5 n
the oil, and finally compacting the mass by ramming- -5
all holes have been repaired, the surface of the roa ^ 
thoroughly cleaned with rattan brooms, care being

all loose materials and caked dirt or dust 50
road shall

first
arse

stone over
of the automobile, 
speed of the vehicles using the parks rapidly incrased, the 
combina'bn of horses’ hoofs and driving wheels with wide 
soft tires quickly raveled the road surfaces, and at the same 
time their users became more particular—they wanted not 
only dustless but mudless roads and could not see why a 
hole which developed in the fall had to wait for the annual 
spring cleaning to be repaired. They even complained 
when a road became occasionally dusty during the winter 

In other words, they wanted the park roads to be

remove
the stone forming the wearing surface of the 
exposed and clean. r

When the road is entirely "free from moisture, an<^.j js 
ing warm, dry weather if possible, a light asphaltic 
spread, without being heated, over its surface by rneaT^^on 
special sprinkling wagons. One-third to one-half £ a. 
of oil to the square yard usuall yforms this first ap , 

To allow it to penetrate into the surface, the
after tn

of
months.
good at all seasons and in all weathers, and that is what 
we are now trying to give them. ad

tion.
is closed to traffic for at least forty-eight hours

On the new roads that have been built and on the old 
roads that have been resurfaced in the last few years a 
heavy oil or tar binder has been used with most satisfactory 
results, the penetration method being employed in applying 
the binder. But most of our work has consisted of the sur
face treatment of existing macadam roads. We have never 
attempted to apply anv treatment to the old gravel roads 
but are resurfacing all of these as fast as possible with 

For our surface treatment we have experi-

of tb®
first application. At the end of this time the surface ^afp 
road is covered with a thin coating of clean, coarse,. - 
sand or broken stone screenings, free from dust ; it 15

A cubic yar
of

rolled and traffic allowed to go over it. 
sand or screenings usually covers from 75 to 125 stl' 
of road surface.

yd5-

ob-of traffic 
descrIn this climate and under the conditions 

tabling on our park roads, the oiling treatment - jf. 
above keeps the surface in excellent condition f°r a ^oXirS 
It is never dustv and is only muddy when, for a feV^r 
after a heavy thaw, the skid chains of automobiles 
the surface. The subsequent passage of automobile5

ifcedbroken sto-m.
mented with emulsmns, with waste sulphate liquor, 
coal gas and water gas tars and with asphaltic oils, and

* Paper presented before Section D of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science.



°Ut chains soon irons out the roadway. At the end of the 
year the surface of the road is again thoroughly cleaned, 

m M to % gal. of oil per sq. yd., under normal con- 
ho10nS’ 's sPread over it and the road closed for forty-eight 

Urs and covered with sand or screenings as before. This 
treatment is continued from year to year. .

Instead of handling the oil in barrels, we have found it 
ttttich cheaper to buy it delivered in tank cars, from which 
rt is
XVafron
tn the road surface, but ordinary sprinkler wagons with an 
,1 distributing attachment and a squeegee fixed behind the 
ietl ributOr were found more economical and equally effic- 
i^111 *n spreading the oil the second year. To insure coat- 

a nil Parts of the road with an oil layer of uniform thick-

unloaded into the sprinkling wagons. A pressure tank
was used to advantage for the first application of oil

less tnen with stiff brooms followed the sprinkler.
'I'he following are the specifications under which we 

been purchasing asphaltic oil for the surface treat- 
Park roads :—

w The oil shall be a viscous fluid product, free from 
an<l showing some degree of adhesiveness when rub-

have 
ment of

een the fingers.
*21 It shall have a specific gravity of not less than 

at 25= c.
*3) It shall be soluble in carbon bisulphide, at air 

Peiature, to at least 99 per cent, and shall show not over 
I)er cent, of inorganic matter insoluble.
^4) It shall contain not less than 3 per cent, 

hank 10 C6nt-> °1 bitumen insoluble in 86° paraffin 
a at air temperature.

VistJ5^ ^,b'en 240 c.c. of the oil is heated in an Engler
'T ,17""°
the east 3 minutes, the first 50 c.c. shall flow through 
IhtUutesrtUre n0t ^6SS tban

°-94o

, nor more^an

5o° C. and maintained at this temperature

10 minutes, nor more than 20

iti a J ^hen 20 grams of the material is heated for 5 hours 
by , ^ mdrical tin dish aproximately 2% ins. in diameter 
ill y, at a constant temperature of 163° C., the loss
re$idu vo*at*l’zati°n shall not exceed 20 per cent. The

e 5 Quid be decidedly sticky.
V) Its fixed carbon shall be not less than 3.5 per cent, 

following table, taken from the year’s report of the 
SUrface~‘ ^ Ublic Buildings and Grounds, shows the cost of 
Parks tltiatment of the macadam roads in the Washington 
°'l or t 6r tbat uffice from July 1, 1910, to June 30, 1911, 

ar being the material used :

1 he
of

Cost of oil and 
Sq. yds applying 

Length of treated per sq. 
road. Sq. yds. road. Feet, per gal. yd. Cents. 

7,5°° 
x 9,000 
3»4oo

43,56u
19.450

II.40Q
1,500 
3,560 
7,740

r°ad Material 
UsÇd.

Ouantitv.
Gallons.Oil

Î2.83-261.300 
3,5oo

650
2.300 
5,000

3,800

3,5°0

3
t2.7 
fl.2 

t2.I 
fa. 2 
ti.Q 
ti.3 
*4.6

4.75
3-40

12.23
5.00
4.11
5-72

4
S
6

* 0,600
3,400

7
8
9 350 H.43lo

Tar 1.68
*4.4

2.30
2.23
3.00
3-39

la
650 *3.8

*3.8
*3-1
*2.8

J3
2,580*4

’5
875 *3.82.38T°Uls...

appli
........ <3,455

cation.
’■st 166,490

t2d application.

Av. 3.83 Av. 2.538,650

Co Î2d ard jd applications.

Cents.
Co!! °f 1=1
£°st Of oil °PcrP''r square 
l''’Cr=“f tarPn! gallon 

8C Co$t eal,on 
ln Past v,

the ahoy

0.8
6-5
6.8

years of watering roads, per square yard.... 3.2

e table the cost of the sand or of the stone 
the application of the oil has not

Inserg
eniUfrs

used after

been taken into account, as it is considered part of the cost 
of repair of the road.

Road No. 1 in the table had been worn down so that the 
crown had practically disappeared, leaving the road so flat 
that the water did not readily drain off. This did no special 
harm in warm weather but the alternate freezing and thaw
ing that occurred during the winter months allowed the 
heavy traffic to churn up the surface so that it became 
necessary to give it a second application of oil in the early 
spring. The small amount of oil applied to road No. 4 
was due to the light traffic on this section, while on road 
No. 8 an unusually heavy application of oil, 1% gals, per 
sq. yd., had been made the year before, a few months after 
the construction of the road. The large amount of oil ab
sorbed by the new road on the first application made only 
a light second application necessary.

It is only fair to add that one reason why our park roads 
have been in so much better condition since we started the 
use of the surface treatment I have described is that we 
have abandoned the old method of repairing them once a 
year and now have a system of regular and frequent in
spection and repair. Supplies of broken stone, sçreenings, 
oil and tar are kept constantly on hand in the vicinity of 
the roads, and holes and ruts are repaired as rapidly as they 
develop, usually before they have become large enough to 
be noticeable to traffic. We have practically no hills on 
our roads, so the greatest amount of repair work has to be 
done on the few sharp curves. The roads are also kept 
clean, being swept by hand sweepers at fairly frequent 
intervals.

I have confined myself to giving a brief description of 
the methods we have tried and the results we have obtained 
in the surface treatment of the roads in the parks within 
the city limits of Washington. It is almost needless to say 
that the conclusions we have now reached should not be 
considered as final or of general application ; they represent 
simply the result of a limited number of experiments carried 
on for a limited time under the conditions existing in the 
Washington parks. The value we have provisionally found 
for “x” in the solution of our road problem may be quite 
a different one from that arrived at in another locality where 
the quantities entering the equation are not the same. The 
whole matter of road construction is in the development 
stage, and it is only by feeling our way carefully and com
paring the results of many and varied experiments that 
can hope to approach a final decision.

we

SELF-PROPELLED CARS.

On Friday evening, January 19th, W. B. Potter, chief 
engineer railway department, General Electric Company, 
read a paper on seif-propelled cars before the New York 
Railroad Club. He described his company’s gas-electric 
cars, which weigh 40 tons to 50 tons and are capable of a 
maximum speed of 60 m.p.h. Electric control and trans
mission were used to utilize the inherent characteristics of 
the gas engine to the best advantage and to relieve the 
engine from mechanical strain and shock. Series-parallel 
motor control and regulation of the generator voltage gave 
a wide range of speeds. The tractive effort at the slower 
speeds was 12,000 lb. or more. As there was no mechanical 
connection between the engine and driving wheels, the 
engine could be slowed or shut down without regard to the 

With the car standing still or moving the 
power of the engine could be safely applied in either the 
forward or reverse direction.

control system.
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Mr. Potter further suggested certain forms for keeping 

record of the cost of operating such motor cars
Mr. Potter stated that the engine used on these cars had 

çigbc g_ln. x io-in. cylinders and at the normal speed of 
550 r.p.m. would deliver 100 kw. to the motors with some 
margin to spare, 
naphtha,” which could be purchased for about 6 cents per 
gallon.

an accurate 
with or without trailers.

In conclusion Mr. Potter said that a special study has 
been made to secure a light-weight car for this service.

and the motive

The gasoline most used was “painters'

The body weighed 28 tons, the trucks 6 tons 
power equipment 15 tons, a total of 49 
This was equivalent to 1,000 lb. per seated passenger. T c 
gas-electric car had proved very reliable in the coldes 
weather. The “Dan Patch” line had operated during very 
heavy snow with the temperature 15 deg. to 30 deg. below 

when steam trains in the same territory were helpless- 
using painters’ naphtha at 5 la cents Pe

which were standard 600-volt railway tons for a 70-ft. car.The motors,
machines, were mounted on the forward truck under the 
engine, thus placing about 65 per cent, of the total weight 
of the car on the driving wheels. As the traction voltage 
varied from 200 volts to 800 volts, the current for lighting 
the car was supplied by a separate gas-electric generating 
set. The two-cylinder engine of this set also had an air 
compressor cylinder for supplying compressed air to start 
the large engine. The cars had both straight and auto
matic air brakes, the latter for handling trailers. The engine 
compartment is in the forward end and is about 12 ft. long.

zero
This line was 
gallon.

PUBLIC UTILITIES IN LONDON, ONT.
Performance curves of a 70-ft. car, as submitted by 

Mr. Potter, showed that with stops two miles apart the 
schedule speed would be about 25 m.p.h. and the maximum 
speed on level track about 60 m.p.h. He also presented the 
following table, showing the comparative cost of operating 
a train of two coaches and a steam locomotive and of a gas- 
electric car on a daily run of rto miles, except Sundays, 
amounting to 3,900 miles a month :

There is in .Canada at the present time a growing move
ment tending toward the municipal control and owners ^ 
of all utilities dependent upon the public for their reven

municipalities the public
acquired the management of these, and in the majority

the results have justified the wisdom of mun ^ 
This has been exemplified in a pointed degT

issued by 1

In manyand existence.
icipa'

cases
ownership.
in London, Ont., according to a report just 
municipal commissioners of that city on the operation ^ 
the water works. The report shows an item of $48,39 .
to the credit of revenue account for the year ending N°vC

derived from the sale of wa
sources

Two-Trailer Steam Train vs. One Oae-Electrlo Car.
Steam Train Motor Car 

per Mile. per Mile.
of

Wages of crew :*
Engineer or motorman .........................................
Fireman ...................................................................
Conductor ................................................................
Baggagemaster ....................................................

Total wages of crew .................................
•Based on no overtime allowance.

Fuel, water and engine lubrication :
Coal for locomotive, 67 lbs. at $2.25 per ton
Water for locomotive .......................................
Painters' naphtha, 6 gal., at $0.06 per gal.......................
Engine lubrication ..........................................................

Other expenses :
Locomotive, repairs ....................................................
Locomotive, engine house expenses .....................
Coaches (2), repairs and expenses .......................
Gas-electric motor car, general overhaul ............
Gas-electric motor car, running repairs and ex-

Other supplies ..................................................................
Superintendence ................................................................

$0.0400$0.0400
0.0240

0.0280
The revenueher 30th, 1911. 

totalled $112,588.93, and the receipts from other 
brought the income to the sum of $173,733-88.

$0.0863$0.1103

main la>" 
of $44,'

The commissioners have been active in new 
ing and general improvement to the plant ; the sum 
000 being spent on mains and new pumping equipment.

of the purnpin^

$0.0750

$0.0360

During the past year the motive power 
plant was changed in order that the service offered by ^ 
hydro-electric commissioners could be used. By this rneJse_ 
the expense of operation, although two plants were in 11 ^ 
was reduced to a considerable extent. By the sinking ^ 
artesian wells the water pressure was improved to sue 
extent that the fire underwriters reduced rates on many b

in the outset

$0.0850
0.6050 the

$0.0215

0.0050

$0.l8l3$0.3303Total cost per train mile

•For steam locomotive this is assumed to be included in items of loco
motive repairs and engine house expenses.

Saving per train mile .....................................................
Saving per diem (except Sunday), 150 miles a day
Saving for twentv-six-day month .................................
Gross yearly saving .......................................................

Note.—When no baggage and express is handled and when operating 
conditions w'11 permit, the gas-electric motor car can be operated without 
the third man.

Mr. Potter also gave the following table for three 
months’ operation on the Minneapolis, St. Paul, Rochester 
& Dubuque Electric Traction Company (“Dan Patch” line), 
which operates five of these cars. The stations on this line 
are 1.4 miles apart. The figures cover operation over 37.5 
miles between Minneapolis and Northfield for July, August 
and September, 1911.

of
ings. The general superintendent states 
the report that the success of the past year is due in a

submanag6
hand

large
$0.1490
32.35

6,970.00

measure to the system adopted in regard to the 
ment. The department heads have been given a free 
in the selection of their assistants, etc., making each 

departmental head responsible for results, and a* 
time allowing no interference on account of P° 1 

The superintendent points out

aid

every
that

ibility
work-

same
or personal reasons, 
the result of this is to increase a feeling of responsi 
and makes the more valuable men take a pride in their

It is pointed out during the course of the report 
the future will witness important expansions of the s-vS 
in the direction of Springbank.

Three1 Months' Operation of Gas-Electric Cars.
Number of days actual service ............................................................
Total mileage, five motor cars ..........................................................
Number of trailers hauled occasionally ...................................
Total mileage trailer cars ..................................................... ................

9»
......... 39,353

..... 7.879 
Per Train 

Mile. 
$0.0573

INDUSTRIAL WORKS IN INDIA.
steel

bri-dge.
Total.

$2,249.40 for theThe India office has awarded the contract 
work required in connection with a state railway

Company’ 
26^ P6

C0&'
bridge

Total wages of crew ....
Fuel and lubrication, engine :

24,944 gal. of gasoline at $0.06? per gal....................... 1,534.20
755 gal. of gas engine oil at $0.25 per gal.

Running repairs and expenses :
Total running repairs, material and labor
Car cleaning, materials and labor ............
Other supplies .......................................................

of
189.76 Allahabad, India, to the Phoenix Bridge

There was a difference of
near
Phcenixville, Penn.
cent, in its bid and the lowest British tender.

received the contract for the ill-fated Quebec

4m. 16
115.70
8l.83

This

piny$4,601.25Total expenses

3 3
.



•fro^8 h ha, 
of* the sho 

en an ite 
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'PPens that the Order Section is quite a distance 
P, and the time lost by running about is very 

m °f considerable importance to the firm.°ther 
‘ails th
C^erks ■ Continuous employment of two, and often more 
*SsUe<j lhe Stores Dept., who do nothing but mark off 
a vfiry te ..erial from the shop tickets on to the stock cards, 
S, VVe | l°Us operation and one that is carried on day after 
|han not V a^ter week, all the year round, and, more often 

®cotne ’ fesults in a man leaving the place just as he has 
-'stem is °r°U^hly used to the work. Now, this Card Index 

al1 mateU"PPOSed t0 gave a correct statement of the amount 
Really ]Crial.in hand or on order. This is the case theo- 
'tle t0 Ut’ ’n Practice, it is found to be faulty and, from

*h,„ S'»», i, i,

An
ti- worthy of consideration is that this system en-

.lie found that there is a shortage of stock
° l^at tV|Card sh°ws a considerable amount to be in stock, 

xt 6 System becomes unreliable, 
is • N°w, it •
p lnfalltbl(. 18 n<>t ciaime<i that the Material List System 
a^rt Wit^ ^ it is claimed that it does away large 
th^r6ater in C a*3°Ve disadvantages, and, moreover, gives 

6 actUai „ rrest in their work to the storesmen who handle 
1 stock.VPon the 

S D securing of an order (or contract) the En- 
e!1t-, through its Material List Section, shall

erin

list the number of the requisition and the date of ordering. 
The material list was then passed on to the blue print room, 
for copies to be taken for distribution to the shops building 
the apparatus, the general storekeeper and all subsidiary 
storekeepers interested, 
the shops draw their material from stores in the exact quan
tities specified on the material list.

It should be borne in mind that

Assuming- thàt we are dealing with a firm which em
ploys from 4,000 to 5,000 men, there will be required con
siderable sized general stores, besides a number of subsid
iary stores, all under the supervision of the general store
keeper. In the general stores there will be employed prob
able six (6) or more men ; and for the sake of illustration, 
we will divide the general stores into two sections: 1st, 
bright goods ; and, black goods ; with an equal division of 
all raw material, such as fibre, vulcanite, brass, copper, 
etc., etc. The two most capable men should be selected as 
the heads of these two sections. Each should be made re
sponsible for any shortage of material in his section, and 
the watchword in stores work should be thoroughness and 
efficiency.

Each bin should be provided with a card suspended on 
These cards take the place of those used in the 

On these cards is kept a faithful
a hook.
Card Index System.

S.
MS.

M.O.S.
S.P.A.

S.
x

Steel 
M Steel 
Fibre 
Steel

Brass

%in. x 2j4.in. bright, hex. 
^in. x 2in.
%in. od., ^in. hole, lin. long 
\%\n. dia. x lOin. long 
%in. x %^in. cup hd.
Meltor’s Mechanical
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THE material-list method of store
keeping.

issue a material sheet or sheets, setting out in detail the 
quantities of material required. As a rule, no material is 
ordered or work started until the material list is issued. The 
material list is first sent direct to the general storekeeper, 
who shall be responsible for the marking thereon what is in 
stock and what is not. He shall then forward the material 
sheet to the Order Section, who shall issue orders for all 
material not carried as stock. The marking of these sheets 
may be left to the second man when the storekeeper is too 
busy to attend to same personally.

The following illustration shows a sample material list.
S. signifies stock.
M.O.S. signifies material on order for stock.
S.P.A. signifies stock part altered.
Z. does not concern stores. Order Section order this 

to the contract No.
This system gives the storekeeper an opportunity of 

using up old and perhaps otherwise worthless material, as 
in the case of the item marked S.P.A. He may have bolts 
of say 1% in. diameter by 14 in. long, which could be cut 
down and screwed at less cost than the making or purchas
ing of new bolts. It also enables the shop foreman to see 
at once what material is on order with the probable time of 
its arrival and enables him to plan his work accordingly.

When the material list is passed on to the Order Section 
they shall order all items marked X, marking on the material

By R. W. Heafield.

In putting before your readers the main features of this 
system of storekeeping, I do so with a firm belief that it 
tai°ae °f the simplest, one of the most effective, and,

. yi one of the least expensive systems that can be adopt- 
en . Moreover, it is one that is especially adapted to the 

Bering trade, both electrical and otherwise, though not 
essarily confined to that trade.

is
cer-

ed.

,h*
cessfui

most commonly used systems of to-day is 
wn as the Card Index System, and, although suc- 

to a. great extent, as its popularity proves, it, never- 
tl} eSS) ^as its drawbacks, one of the greatest of which is, 
Ord the Stores Dept,
they

—------- - —*..., and the Purchasing Dept, (or
Section), are the two departments most concerned, 

gre " ^ ^u*te independently and each one is ignorant, to a 
HiAr, cxtent, of the actions of the other.
CdVnstances the

t0 k " °f the material and giving out of same) if appealed 
an.vone to say whether a certain article is on order or 

cann0t tell 
who

For example : In 
storesman (the man who has the actual

not,
you, and the foreman of a shop, or w'hoever 

requires that information, has to either go or send 
-- Section to find out particulars. In many in-

2 Bolts
3 Fulcrum Brkt.
4 Bushings
5 Bolts 

Set Screws
7 Lubricator

B

6

8
9

10
11
12

CONTRACT
APPARATUS

Mat. List No. 
Date Sheet

D.L. No. Sg’dC.L. No. Ch’d

Item Name of Part Material No. Reqd. Remarks ChangeDescriptionDrg. No. Pt. No.
1

.5

tO
K
r

^ 
(M 

(O 
O

) O O
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record of all material received, the date of receipt, and the
So strict a recordrequisition number it was ordered on. 

need not be kept of issues, however, especially as regards 
bolts, nuts, washers and things of little value, as the date 
of receipt of the last consignment gives an idea of the 
quantity used in a given time, but in the case of instru
ments and anything of exceptional value, such as gold, 
silver, platinum, iridium, quartz, etc., it is necessary that 
a correct record be kept of all issues together with the con-

All invoices, whether for stock

Reed. Date Req. 
No. Reed. No.ArticleDate

10-1-12 200 Bolts yz x3in. Bright 
Hex

“ 1441en*s Brass Rod ^ dia
x 10 ft. long

“ 10 lbs. Eureka Wire
.0625 dia.

200 18-1-12 50264

100 30-1-12 50265 44shrt.

tract number issued on. 
or contracts should be passed by stores, and all cards mark
ed accordingly. This will be found to be a very consider
able advantage in stocktaking, and is necessary to the suc
cessful carrying out of the system of debit and credit be
tween the several shops stores and costs department. Debit 
and credit, however, do not concern us in this article.

10 26-1-12 50270

A specimen card is given below: the stock cards on the bins- 
is always given in ordering 

the order
is really a double check on 
This last requisition number 
new material, as it is of invaluable assistance toE. Co.A. B.
section. andISSUESRECEIPTS - similar course

the head store- 
The gen' 

If be 
of what 
until be

The subsidiary stores shall follow 
each responsible storesman shall coinr- to 
keeper every morning with requisitions made out.

storekeeper shall initial all requisitions passed, 
considers any item thereon unnecessary, or in excess 
should be ordered, he shall withhold his signature 
has made personal investigation. All requisitions Pa 
shall be sent without delay to the Order Section.

In addition to the stock material handled as above, ^ 
general stores has to receive and distribute, as wante > 0„ 
the special material ordered for apparatus being U1 
sales order and contracts.

Date I No. I Contract | | IDate I No. Red. | Req. No. | I |

eral

cd

ia’iallotted for such matertbe 
book should be kept f°r 

arrives and

A certain section should be 
in each stores, and a contract

of recording this material in as it
A red card hung on the hook over the white card indi

cates that material is in order, and prevents reports of 
“material wanted” being duplicated.

When the storesman considers it necessary to replenish 
any article of stock he should requisition more on a form 
similar to the following, keeping a carbon copy of same.

purpose
location in the stores.

This can be indexed in the usual way, keeping 
numbers in numerical order. Although genera

of a large 0

the con-
one
rdet 

Outsit 
seldom

tract
page suffices for each contract, in the case

sometimes be found necessary, 
locomotive work, however, this is

two or more may 
of steam turbine or 
the case.10-1-12.

the procedure of stock-k 
will

yrot* .
STOCK REQUISITION. The above outline covers

in its chief details; the minor details and changes
the peculiar needs of {heto be worked out to meet 

involved.
Delivery Last Req. RemarksArticleQuantity

200 Bolts X x 3 in. Bright Hex. 7 days 42681

144 L’gts Br’ss Rod dia. x 10ft. 

long

enl
If properly followed and manned, no embarras^ ^ 

should arise from the dismissal or enforced absence ^ ^ 
particular individual connected with the department, a 
member is more or less familiar with all the routine21 days 49763 

14 days 21364
d vI1'Like all other systems, this requires alertness a^ ^ 

remitting attention on the part of the head storekeep er 
his staff. Great emphasis must be placed upon t e ^ tj,e 
and reliable marking of the material list sheets ; a 50 

checking and recording of goods received.

10 lbs. Eureka Wire .0625 dia.

]aTgeJrSduring 
it fror*

proper
The writer has worked this system in two 

In one firm it was adoptedwith great success, 
employment by them, consequently he worked 
very inception.

He then enters these items in a day-book after the style 
shown at head of next column.

When the delivery of any particular item is completed 
he shall draw a line in red ink through that item, but when 
only part delivery is made, the number or weight of such 
material shall be recorded in the remarks column.

The storesman can thus tell at a glance, when requested 
for information, as to whether a certain article on order has 
come in and whether or not the order is completed. If not 
in, he can tell when delivery is expected, 
to obtain his last requisition number from this book, which

GRAPtf11^'
A NEW SOURCE OF CANADIAN

of
Recent exploration has unearthed a large of

graphite in the Queen Charlotte Islands, off the - 
British Columbia. The main load appears on t eHe is, also, able
Inle*.



Use has been found for these wagons in many diverse 
pupations in England and there is no reason why they

shou!d not ‘ compete with trucks driven by other means in 
country.
The general design of this wagon is of a novel and 

The boiler, which is of the hori-

this

0ri»inal
z°ntai character.
^ multitubular type, forms the front part of the frame 
cl^r "• The sides of the frame are constructed of strong 
t0 annel steel tied and braced together in such a manner as 
of SfCUre great strength in the complete lorry. The platform 
is fi 6 vehicle is 14 ft. long by 6 ft. 6 in. wide. The boiler 

red with coke, hard coal or wood, and is without doubt 
Th ^as’est steam maker of any boiler or any motor wagon. 

e wagon is driven by a compound steam engine fixed on 
the boiler,

in . lth “dry” steam. The cylinders are AjA in. and 6% 
ge'a*ameter. and are fitted with a patented high-pressure 
ettiar’ by means of which both cylinders can, in case of 
cy,rrfncy, receive live steam from the boiler, and each 
versn er exhausts independently into the chimney. The re- 
*** motion is of the ordinary link type, and the whole 
si^ijHtct'on of engine and steering arrangement is so 
tract- t0 the “Foden” traction engines, that any ordinary 
pow 10n. engine driver can a y handle the agon. I h 
c0m!r 18 transmitted by a a of spur wheel acting on 
The nsating gear by an extra strong Renold roller chain. 
The gCar.ing is arranged for two speeds—g to 1 and 24 to 1. 
takiT1Car is mounted on laminated springs, and is capable of 
an ay a lflad of 6 tons on itself and 3 tons on a trailer at 
•hileg era^e sPeed of 6 miles per hour, and can travel 20 

oWs thout taking up water. The fuel carrying capacity 
cay cvtke apparatus to travel 40 miles on one loading. It 
-„e a hill (with slow speed) of .1 in 6 with full load,

in, ^ aveling. wheels are extra large, front wheels 2 ft. g 
’n. 0n 'n- on face, back wheels 3 ft. 6 in. diameter by to
^les c e Tice, and so constructed that frost pins and pad-
^oinq. n used. The tires are constructed of steel, thus 
fcotjy .a"ay with the expense attached to rubber tires. The 

S° instructed that the back portions may he tipped

the
to be readily accessible, and toso as

all

The

A STEAM WAGON FOR HAULING AND 
CONSTRUCTION WORK.

The wonderful sales and uses found for the gasoline 
trucks will shortly be competed with by a new steam truck 

lng introduced into this country by Messrs. Jones and 
assco, of Montreal, who have kindly supplied us with this 

‘"formation.
^ The manufacturers of these trucks are Fodens, Limited, 

Sandback, England, who have brought the steam pro- 
ed vehicle to a high state of perfection and utility. 
Figure 1 is a side representation of one of these 

chlnes, and gives a general idea of the appearance and 
mechanical make-up.

f<E«gmgîia!B»Tiâgtmâiiirrav

1

Fig. 1.—Steam Wagon.

for rapid unloading; this can be accomplished by hand or 
from a belt driven from a flywheel. The back wheels can 
be made up to 14 in. on face for soft roads.

There are many .points of advantage for this machine 
claimed by the agents and manufacturers over the gasoline 
trucks ; among these the first to be noticed is the cost of 
operation ; an important item to contractors and other large 
haulers of merchandise.

A large brewery reported a test and statement of a trial 
of this wagon as follows :—

Goods carried....
Total mileage. .. .
Coal consumption
Coal consumption per mile.. 18.28 lb.

The management of a large leather mill report :—
154 miles per week average distance covered.
Average load .................................
Cost per week ...............................
Cost of same haulage by horse

763 tons (2,000 lb.)
2,255
.2 tons 1,236 lb.

7.75 tons 
.. .$24.30
. .$149.64

The management of a brick yard report that a truck 
of this description has transported 5,000 ton of brick over 
very rough country with a coal consumption of 40 tons, 640 
pounds. The distance of this haulage was 6,000 miles and 
repairs to the machine during the year of operation totalled 
$115.38

This company state that they could not have attempted 
to do the work with horses that the steam wagon did, as 
the cost would have been far and away too great, and it 
would have taken eight good horses to do it, the greater 
portion of the work being beyond horse work altogether. 
The brick hauling accomplished by these trucks is one of 
the heaviest and roughest jobs an engine can be put to, 
owing to the unfinished condition of the approaches to the 
building, where the materials are to be delivered.

It will be noticed from the second illustration that 
these wagons differ in many points from steam tractors now 
in use in this counry inasmuch that the design has been

Fig. 2.—Steam Wagon.

carried out so as to give as much space as possible for the 
placing of merchandise and other goods, and that the space 
occupied by the boiler is much less than that of an ordinary 
tractor

The British War Office have recently turned their atten
tion to the use of these machines for the betterment of their 
department, and following we give the summary of trials 
carried out by the officials of that department in order that 
the most economical means of heavy haulage could be ascer
tained.

The wagon entered by the Foden manufacturers went 
through the road trial of 257 miles without a mishap or 
stoppage for repairs, and was, on the conclusion of the 
trial, awarded the prize of T250.
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Foden. Diameter of 
turning 
circle.

Fuel consumption, 
per ton-mile 

of useful load.
Radius of 

action.Miles.Date. Time.
5 hr. 45 min.
4
5 “
5 “
4 “
5 “
5 “
5 “

Fuel. 
419 lbs. 
359 lbs. 
392- lbs. 
419 lbs. 
393 lbs. 
324 lbs. 
400 lbs. 
402 lbs.

Water. 
227 gals. 
20s Sals. 
223 gals. 
253 gals. 
238 gals. 
273 gals. 
234 gals. 
256 gals.

5th 30
6th 30 45
gth

10th
1631 -7 

31.7 
32.6 
32.6

11
ith 40

y 12th
13th
14th

22
34 27
34 17

gals. 19.54 miles256.6 12 yds.2.42 lbs.41 hr. 43 min. 3,108 lbs. 1,909

Nearest Competitor. Diameter of 
turning 
circle.

Fuel consumption, 
per ton-mile 

of useful load.
Radius of 

action.Date. Miles. Time. Fuel. 
565 lbs. 
628 lbs.
647 lbs. 
672 lbs. 
592 lbs. 
669 lbs.
648 lbs. 
667 lbs.

W ater. 
353 gals. 
342 gals. 
382 gals. 
311 gals. 
480 gals. 
405 gals. 

. 401 gals. 
381 gals.

5th 5 hr. 52 min.30
6th 30 21
9th

10th
43 “
39 “
14 “ 
18 “ 
38 “

31-7
31-7
32.6
32.6

1 ith
12th
13 th 34
14 th 34 . t

256.6 44 hr. 3.055 gals. 18% yds.46 min. 5,088 lbs. 15.74 miles. 3.95 lbs.

The trials at Aldershot have shown that these steam 
lorries are good and serviceable machines, suitable for pre
sent supply, and likely to be of great advantage to the 
transport service in countries where fuel and water in 
sufficient quantity is available.

Compared with horse draught, these trials have shown 
that self-propelled lorries can transport five tons of stores 
at about six miles an hour over very considerable distances 
on hilly average English roads under winter conditions. The 
load transported by each single lorry (five tons), if carried 
in horse wagons of service pattern would overload three 
general service wagons, requiring twelve draught horses,

besides riding horses, whose pace would not ordinarily ex" 
ceed three miles an hour. Moreover, the marching of W7 
miles in six consecutive days over hilly roads would not have 
been accomplished by horses even at that speed without the 
assistance of spare horses.

There are a number of these wagons in use in Canada, 
and of these twelve are in Montreal, three are on order f°r 
Toronto concerns, and there are several more in the West- 

The London County Council have purchased a number 
of these Foden trucks and the corporation of Denbigh have 
had one constructed for street watering with complet® 
success.

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY.

The total shipments of iron ore in 1911 are reported as 
210,344 tons, valued at $522,319. These may be classified 
as magnetite 72,945 tons, and hematite 137,399 tons.
1910 the total shipments were 259,418 tons comprising mag
netite 127,768 tons; hematite 130,380 tons and bog ore 1,270 
tons. Exports of iron ore from Canada during 1911 are re
corded by the Customs Department as 37,686 tons, valued at 
$133,411. The exports were chiefly from Bathurst, New 
Brunswick.

The shipments from the Wabana mines, Newfoundland, 
in 1911 by the two Canadian companies operating there were 
1,181,463 short tons, of which 765,184 tons were shipped to 
Sydney and 416,279 tons to the United States and Europe.

The total production of pig iron in Canadian blast fur
naces in 1911 was 917,535 tons of 2,000 pounds, valued at 
approximately $12,306,860 as compared with 800,797 tons, 
valued at $11,245,622 in 1910. Of the total output in ign, 
20,758 tons were made with charcoal as fuel and 896,777 tons 
with coke. The classification of the production according to 
the purpose for which it was intended was as follows :— 
Bessemer 208,626 tons ; basic 464,220 tons ; foundry and mis
cellaneous 244,686 tons.

The amount of Canadian ore used during 1911 was 67,434 
tons ; imported ore 1,628,368 tons ; mill cinder, etc., 30,298

I.-tons. The amount of coke used during the year was 
121,321 tons comprising 543,933 tons from Canadian coal and 
577,388 tons imported coke or coke made from imported coa ' 
There were also used 1,190,459 bushels of charcoal. Lim®" 
stone flux was used to the extent of 625,216 tons. In con' 
nection with blast furnace operations there were employ® 
1,778 men and $1,097,355 were paid in wages.

The total daily capacity of 18 completed furnaces ^ 
according to returns received 3,630 tons and the number 0 
furnaces in blast December 31, 1911, was 12.

The production of pi°- iron by provinces in 1911 was aS 
follows :—

In

was

1911
Value Value per ton

12.00

26.34 

14-44

Provinces 
Nova Scotia 
Quebec 
Ontario

Tons
390,242 $4,682,904

658 17,282
526,635 7,606,674

917,535 $12,306,860 $13-4’
The exports of pig iron during the year are reported a 

5,870 tons, valued at $271,968, an average of $46.33 Per 0. 
Probably the greater part of this is ferro-silicon and * 
phosphorus, produced at Welland and Buckingham resp® 
ively.

Total
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An Efficient Concrete Plant for Railroad Work.

“In In order that the work of unloading may go on without 
the necessity of keeping the skip car from taking' its load 
of material to the mixer, quick unloading chutes are attached 
to the flat cars in which the sand and stone are received. 
The skip car runs on an industrial track that is laid up an 

The section of the track between the

tocKrab ,r|Cgard to the
’ “there can be little doubt but that the canal will in 

Dot 0nl Create an entirely new situation. Its operation will 
tflodif y ^orm new geographical features and substantially 
an e[gV tbe complexity of the world’s commerce but it will be 
VersallItlfnt such importance that its influence will be uni- 
The elt in a more or less degree in every branch of trade. 
South r “ W*II be nearer and in closer relationship to the 
A.tner^anb the South will be closer to the North. The Central 
certajn rePnblics, too, which hitherto have been an un
bound to°atUre *n modern business and social life, will be 
The t„° falI in line with and share in such development.

economics of commerce,” said Mr.
ôterai

incline to the mixer, 
end of the mixer car and the ground is hinged so that it
can be quickly swung up when it is necessary to move the 
plant and two or three sections of the track can be readily 
picked up and thrown on the flat car. 
charges into the fixed batch hopper of the Ransome mixer 
which in turn discharges the finished concrete into a 20-cu. 
ft. bucket, located in a wooden hoisting tower, 
crete is raised in the tower to a 30-cu. ft. concrete hopper

From here the concrete enters the

The skip car dis-

fruit

°I things Un<*ergo rap*d expansion in meeting the new order

‘‘It ■
tabce s unnecessary at present to quote saving in dis-
a^ter CCrtain existing sailing routes which will be effected
tbat rapi^ana' *s in use. It is obvious, among other things, 

growth of Pacific ports may be looked for.
"Ü1 be ttgard to how the several transcontinental railways 

ected by the existence of the canal and the traffic

districts of Central America and the West IndiesMil The con-

with a Ransome gate, 
swinging chute and runs to the point desired.

It will be noted that the entire plant is portable, the flat
car having mounted on it the boiler, engine, mixer, and 
tower, while space for coal and water tank is provided. The 
entire plant was designed by the Ransome Concrete Machin
ery Company.

“In
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There were imported during the year 208,487 tons of pig 
valued at $2,610,989 and 17,226 tons of ferro-manga- 
etc-, valued at $429,465. ,

The production of steel ingots and castings in 1910 is 
as 876,215 tons of 2,000 pounds of which 861,493 

Were ingots and 14,722 tons castings. The production 
was 822,284 tons, including 803,600 tons of ingots 

18,684 tons of castings.
, The production of open hearth and Bessemer steel has 
be«n for

it will carry, it is obvious that the most northerly ones will 
specially derive a direct benefit from it. The wheat fields 
of Western Canada are practically only beginning business, 
and1 at no far distant date will be a main source of supply 
of breadstuffs for not only ' Europe, but for the Southern 
States and West Indies as well, 
the fall crops in -one direction within a reasonable time will 
then be felt. The Grand Trunk Pacific with its low gradients 
will be in a position to distribute its business to advantage, 
and take westward from Saskatchewan and Alberta a fair 
share of the agricultural output of these provinces for ship
ment via Prince Rupert and the canal.”

iron,
nese,

reported
tons 
ln 1910

The problem of handling

and

three years as follows :—
1911
Tons

651,676
209,817

13.982

1910
Tons

580,923
222,668

18,085

1909 
Tons

Open-hearth (basic) ---- 535,988
mer (acid) ... 

ngs—Open-hearth 
Other steels ............

iQgots—- 
Besse 

Casti 203,715
14,013
1,003 AN EFFICIENT CONCRETE PLANT FOR 

RAILROAD WORK.
740599

Total 876,215822,284754,719

The accompanying line drawing shows a concrete plant 
which has been used with much success by a southern rail- 

for constructing abutments, retaining walls, 
With a M-yard Ran-

THE PANAMA CANAL.
way company
culverts, etc., along its right-of-way. 
some mixer driven by a 20 h.p. engine, 288 cu. yds. of con
crete have been mixed in nine hours, 
of the mixer engine is required to operate the hoist and the 

Steam is furnished by a 20 h.p. boiler.

^r- William McNab, principal assistant engineer of the 
Trunk Railway system, recently returned to Montreal 

in tbe Manama Canal, where he went for the purpose of 
^sPecting the engineering plant used, as well as other feat- 

6s c°nnected with the undertaking.

Grand
from The additional h.p.

M-cu. yd. skip car.
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formed between the ends of two conductors ; the bridging 
of this gap by the current is called the electric arc. 
ordinary arc lamp used in streets and halls is a simple 
illustration of the generation of heat in this way.

In the resistance furnace the current may be passed 
through the material itself which is to be treated, or it may 
be passed through a permanent near-by conductor, and 
transmitted to the material to be treated by radiation, con
duction, and convection.

When the heat is generated in the material itself, the 
heating becomes very efficient, practically too per cent, as 
all the heat is generated in the body itself, where it *s 
wanted. This is therefore the most efficient method ; it is 
also generally the most rapid, as no time is lost for the heat 
to penetrate by the slow process of conduction, from the °ut- 
side to the inside ; it is all in the inside when it is generated, 
and it can be generated very fast by simply increasing the 
current. Hence in some respects it is the ideal method. As l°n^ 
as the material remains solid, there is apparently no limit to 
the temperature which may be reached, for by continuing 
the passage of the current, heat continues to be generated, 
and if it cannot escape, it accumulates, thereby continually 
raising the temperature until the losses equal the input- 
This is the case in the graphite and carborundum furnaces, 
in which exceedingly high temperatures are obtained, esti
mated to be from 2,300 deg. C. to 4,000 deg. C. (4,000 deg- 
F. to 7,500 deg. F.)

The

Metallurgical Comment
T. R. LOUDON, B.A. Sc.

Correspondence and Discussion Invited

SOME ENGINEERING FEATURES OF ELECTRIC 
FURNACES.*

By Carl Hering.

As it is such a simple matter to convert electric energy 
into heat, electric furnaces have to a large extent been de
signed and constructed by metallurgists and chemists rather 
than by engineers,+ almost any crude electric contrivance 
wiil produce heat, and hence was good enough ; the main 
question was : Will it perform the necessary metallurgical, 
physical or chemical reactions ? Now that the latter has been 
demonstrated beyond question for a large variety of pro
cesses, the inevitable question naturally arises, will it pay to 
use electric heat ? To determine this it becomes necessary to 
design and construct the furnaces so that they will have the 
highest possible heat efficiency ; that is, to reduce the in
evitable heat losses to the least possible. This is of far 
greater importance for electric furnaces than for those 
using the combustion of fuel, as the cost of a unit of heat 
is generally considerably greater when produced electric
ally than when generated directly by combustion, 
furnaces are, as a rule, so very wasteful that their design 
is of little or no aid in designing electric furnaces. The 
important problem of to-day, therefore, in connection with 
electric furnaces, is that of their design and construction 
so as to make them as perfect an engineering structure as 
possible ; hence it falls into the province of the engineer as 
distinguished from the chemist or metallurgist.

If, however the material through which the current 
passes becomes liquid, generally in an open channel, there 
is a very decided and sometimes very serious limit to the tem
perature which can be produced, for when the current 
reaches a certain value, dependent on the cross-section and 
the density of the material, a formerly unrecognized f°rl-e 
comes into play, which contracts the column of liquid until 
it is severed completely, and this, of course, interrupts the 

This peculiar phenomenon was encountered; 
studied, and described by the writer some years ago, and 
termed by him the “pinch phenomenon,” by which name 
is now generally known here and abroad. By submerging 
these channels of liquid deeply below the surface, the write1 
found that this pinching force may not only be prevented 
from interrupting the circuit, but may even be used t0 
cause the liquid in the confined channel to flow out of it aS 
quickly as it is heated, whereby it also produces much 
sired circulation. Such a furnace, then, has the desirable 
qualities of one with solid registers, besides some nevV 
qualities due to the rapid circulation of the heated liqU'c1,

Fuel

current.

The study of the flow of heat through bodies does 
to have been given the attention which it deserves. A 

postage stamp pasted on the fireside of a steam-boiler tube 
will not even be charred by the flames, showing the existence 
of an enormous resistance to heat flow on the outside of the 
tube ; a study of the phenomenon of the flow of heat showed 
how the resistance can be diminished, resulting in 
greater flow, hence increased steaming capacity, 
cessive heat insulation of a gas-engine cylinder would re
sult in its destruction. The over-insulation 
nhich is said to be quite 
waste of more

not
seem

At-
a much
An ex-

of steam pipes, 
common practice, results in the 

money for the covering than the saving in
. ... A11 such engineering problems would be

simplified by giving this subject 
attention.

The characteristics of the arc furnaces are briefly aS 
follows: The temperature of the arc is always that of 
volatilization of the material of the electrodes between whic 
the arc plays, and as these are generally carbon or graph 
ite which have extremely high vaporization temperature5: 
it follows that the temperature developed in such arc 
naces are exceedingly high—generally far above what is r_e' 
quired.

steam warrants.

of the flow of heat more 
The lack of proper units and physical constants 

tor such calculations is doubtless responsible in 
neglect of due consideration of this

part for the fur-
branch of engineering.

In general, there are two classes—resistance and 
furnaces.

This heat is, however, all generated in the a 
itself, and at the surfaces between which the arc P*a*?^ 
hence it can reach the main body of the material to ^ 
treated only by radiation, conduction, and convection, aI1 
this necessarily takes time ; the exceedingly high arc 
perature aids this. In heating liquids with an -arc, .g 
of the enregy must necessarily radiate upward, henCCfur. 
not utilizied, and even tends to destroy the roof of the 
nace. Moreover, heating a liquid from the top surface 
not the most rational way, as the heat travels downwa 
with difficulty and quite slowly, hence taking time f°r 
heat to penetrate ; this is also the case in open-hearth ^ 
naces. The electrodes in arc furnaces are consumed,

LÀ

arc
In the former the heat is generated in the in- 

a conductor, due to the resistance offered by the 
material to the passage of a current through it. The ordin
ary incandescent electric lamp is a simple illustration of the 
generation of heat in this

terior of

terfl'
muchIn the arc furnaces the heat 

is generated by the passage of a current through
way.

a gap

* From a Paper Tead before the Engineers’ Club of 
Philadelphia.

t The significance of this statement should be 
nized. Metallurgists are more and more being called upon 
to display constructive ability.—Ed.

recog-
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theref°re require continuous feeding, or else the arc goes 

Some, and perhaps a considerable amount, of the 
energy, for such furnaces is necessarily consumed 

v°latilizing the electrode material, although part of this 
3y be again

COMPETITIVE CONDITIONS BETWEEN THE 
OPEN-HEARTH FURNACE AND THE 

BESSEMER CONVERTER.*

out.
electric
in

recovered.
The progress of the open-hearth process may be ex

plained from different points of view.
Heat is generated by the current in the electrode ; this, 

lhe f y being at a lower temperature than the interior of

°f the

As far as raw ma
terials are concerned, the converter requires a pig-iron the 
composition of which must only vary within relatively slight 
limits, and the economical production of which thus depends 
on the natural conditions of deposits which 
with in all iron and steel districts.

rnace, flows out at the cold end. As long as the end 
electrode which is in the interior of the furnace is

Co°ler than 
^cessarily be

the heated product under treatment, heat must are not met
abstracted from this product, and will flow 

trough the electrode, thereby chilling the product. 
eil(jS butter loss of heat could be stopped entirely if the hot 
hea, tbe electrode were at the same temperature as the 
eilc e<* Product, for heat will flow only when there is a differ- 
suefj temPerature. If, therefore, the electrode is given 

a cross-section and length that the heat generated in
y the current raises the inside end to the furnace tern- 

mature,

On the other hand, 
the open-hearth process accommodates itself to very diverse 
working formulae, and the proportion of pig-iron in the 
charge being capable of variation within the widest limits— 
from too per cent, in the

cut

process, where the charge 
does not permit of scrap, but only of pig-iron with the cor
responding quantity of ore down to 30 per cent, and even 
25 per cent, in the scrap process.

ore

it b

then this desired result of stopping this abstrac
ts heat from the furnace product will be accomplished.

Former

t'on In the case of districts with 
giving a

°re moderately phosphoric, 
‘ bastard pig,” containing, for instance, 0.8 to 1 

per cent, of phosphorus, it does not appear a priori im
practicable to make basic pig by embodying in the charge 
a calculated percentage of phosphoric additions Once the 
process was permanently established for the whole of the 
works (blast furnaces and steel works), such phosphoric 
additions could naturally be furnished by the scoria of de
phosphor,zat,on itself. The basic process is, therefore 
not necessarily limited to districts supplying ore of the 
basic class, such as the minettes in Lorraine ; whilst on 
le other hand, the Bessemer process is only possible when 

hematite ores are available. The progressive diminution 
of the reserves of hematite ores in the world consequently 
tends to restrict more and more the possibilities of the 

essemer, and, at the same time, those of the acid 
hearth processes.

practice had led to making the electrodes larger
n, rger, to keep them cool ; this made them more and
be0;* c°stly and

made smaller instead, so as to stop the loss of heat 
'rort, tho r . .
n-p„ e rurnace product where it is wanted :
it h ated
dist S to be transmitted (as electric energy) over a shorter 
jq , e' Such reductions in the size of electrodes result 
mate annual savings, not only of power, but of electrode 
space • S a^S°’ And it increases the valuable available 
Part r'n tb® furnace by not chilling a more or less large 

‘ of the product.

and la

difficult to handle. They should havemore

the heat
in the electrode costs less than in the furnace, as

tie§ ' °rrnerly it was claimed very positively by certain par- 

oq _ ' graphite was a worse material to use than carbon, 
jjj Ur*t of its much higher heat conductivity ; it was 

'Vastpflqt0 the product too much,” and therefore very

t0° was

open-
clai

With due acknowledgments of the 
Bessemer steel when 
recognized that open-hearth steel

qualities of basic 
properly manufactured, it must be°f energy.

an wror, as this chilling may be entirely prevented 
proportioning; and when thus proportioned gra- 

,p1S ev®n less wasteful than carbon.

The above analysis showed that this
bv presents, cceteris paribus, 

a greater regularity of quality, and appears best suited for 
certain manufacturers, such as boiler-plates, tyres, axles, 
fo.gings, tubes etc., as well as for all pure and semi-pure 
steels in general and special steels.

»w,re'r
the bç* exPlanation of this is that the minimum losses and 
the ther l)r°f)ortions do not depend on either the electric or 
bfitwepu R’a^ conductivities alone, but on certain relations 
^r°ught Neither property alone is a criterion. This
l®rials t°Ut t*1e surprising fact that the best electrode ma- 
*<1sses’ r°m the standpoint of the least possible electrode 

* ^ the smallest amount of elect-ode material were 
ctors S ’ ar|d of these, copper, the best of all heat con- 

trodes J3* decidedly the most economical. Hence, elec- 
0tby 0| u c* be made of metals whenever possible, if econ- 
Tl’S'stancc°fVer and material is an object. This gives the 
lhe arc c Urnace an important advantage over those using

The great elasticity
of the open-hearth process may also be pointed out. 
the other hand, the process is disadvantageous owing to 
the relative slowness of furnace refining, and the price of 
open-hearth steel is generally higher than that of 
steel.

On

converter
In this connection, the price of producer coal forms 

an essential element in the cost of refining in the 
hearth furnace.

the
dt, open-

The United States—The contest in the United States

processes, the 
Two principal 

On the one hand there are 
the growing demands on the part of consumers (particularly 
by the railways) from the standpoint of the purity of the 
metal, and on the other the content of phosphorus in the 
red hematites from Lake Superior. These great deposits— 
which have already yielded over 300,000,000 tons, and the 
reserves of which are still estimated by the United States 
Geological Survey at 3,500,000,000 tons, furnish about three- 
fourths of the American production of iron 
posits, moreover, constitute the most important reserves, in 
the country, as the resources at present available are only- 
estimated (the Stockholm Congress of Applied Geology) at 
4,250.000,000 tons for the whole of the United States, of 
which the Lake Superior district is -credited with 82

is limited to the Bessemer and open-hearth 
latter gaining on the former year by year, 
facts dominate the situation.

^an fUR,Ufh- as a rule, electric heat is more expensive 
S'ble fQ eat, yet in electric furnaces it is generally pos- 

reducgPr>'y t^lf' heat much more economically, and greatly 
that the * thermal losses, by proper and careful design, 

ecOtnes j t°tal cost of the thermal operation in many cases 
|h°st casR^Ss- and that is after all the deciding factor in 

® ther,n . i A’hen a furnace is properly designed to reduce 
;r'ter . 0Sscs to the least possible, it is believed by the 
^Teseqt fuC]f W'h SOon be economical to replace some of the 
jr°rk, pVg; birnaces by electric furnaces for commercial 
‘-0rtl e s Wl,en the electric power has to be purchased 

0,VeUDplv ’n cities. There are, of course, other fac- 
0f ( also, such as the reduction of labor, the better 
°f f. Tnaterials produced, the rapidity of heating, 

W ’cb shou'd be taken into consideration.

The de-ore.

,0rs
f,uali

per

* Bui et n cf the Société de V Industrie Minérale.
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which are largely used by the Westphalian works for the 
enrichment of their basic charges. The most important 
deposits in Sweden, both from the point of view of present 
production and that of the known reserves, are, moreover,

But their importance is secondary 
of which

cent. But these deposits furnish an increasing proportion of 
non-Bessemer ore ; that is to say, too phosphoric for the 
manufacture of pig-iron for the acid Bessemer process. It 
is known that the maximum phosphorus content allowed in 
the ore in America, for Bessemer treatment has been 0.044 
per cent, for a long time past, which, with a yield of 50 
per cent, of iron corresponds to about 0.09 per cent, in the

The tonnage of

those of phosphoric ores.
as compared with the minette district, the output 
was 36,182,000 tons in 1910, and the recognized resources 
of which are estimated at over 5,000,000,000 tons. The® 
deposits, which constitute the largest reserves of ore in 1 
world, assure a brilliant future for the basic process b° 
in France and Germany, including Luxemburg.

The production of ore in Luxemburg rather tends 
decrease, and that of Lorraine progresses slowly, but t a 
of Meurthe and Moselle is growing with enormous rapi 1 
owing to the development in the Briey basin. However, 
the increase in the output in the minette district should ^ 
considerable in the near future, the percentage of ba 
Bessemer steel can hardly increase very much, at the « 
pense of that of open-hearth steel. It seems, indeed, 1 
for Germany and Luxemburg the state of equilibrum 10 
be substantially reached between the basic Bessemer a

pig-iron and o. 1 per cent, in the steel.
Bessemer steel rails supplied in 1910 was only 1,949,000 

compared with 3,434,000 tons in 1907, whereas thetons, as
quantity of basic open-hearth rails, which was1 only 257,000 
tons in 1907, rose to 1,743,0°° tons in 1910.

through the natural conditions of the ore de-
there is a

Thus,
posits and the greater exigencies of consumers 
progressive diminution of the possibilities of the converter 

advantage of the basic open-hearth furnace, which 
furnished more than one-half of the

to the
has for several . years 
production of steel, 
which depends on .the scrap market, its prospects are most 
restricted. It is usually reserved for the manufacture of 
pure and semi-pure steels, with pig-iron having a very small 
content of phosphorus—much purer than those readily used

Thus its percentage seems

As for the acid open-hearth process,

the open-hearth processes, which divide nearly the ^ 
of the production of raw steel. The importance of the ac^ 
processes is at present practically nil, being 1.1 Per ce ^ 
for acid open-hearth and 1.3 per cent, for acid Bessemer, ^ 
compared with 37.3 per cent, of basic open-heat^

with the Bessemer process.
likely to decrease.

Whether the basic converter will ever be established in
than doubtful. The principalthe United States seems more

deposits do not yield basic ore, and the non-Bessemer 
hematites from Lake Superior, which are too impure for the 
acid converter, are much too poor in phosphorus for. the

Suitable

On theand 60.3 per cent, of basic Bessemer. g
hand the development of the basic process involves^ 
co-relative development of the open-hearth (scrap) ProC 
for the utilization of rolling-mill waste. On the other ban 
the open-hearth furnace, working with a high percents 
pig-iron, is gaining increased ground even in Ger®a^ 
owing to the improvements recently introduced in 
methods of working, and the advantages offered by 
cess in districts which only yield bastard ores.

ore

manufacture of pig-iron for basic conversion, 
ores could only be found in some secondary deposits of rela
tively low production and limited reserves. Moreover, none

hitherto the regularity of phos- 
which characterizes the oolitic deposits in

the Pr°'of them appears to possess
phorus content
Lorraine, and which constitutes a 
essential for the economical manufacture of basic pig-iron. 
It therefore does not seem in the present condition of the 
deposits that the basic process is destined to play an im
portant part in the American iron and steel industry.

Germany and Luxemburg.—The situation in Germany 
and Luxemburg is very different. The perdominance of the 
basic process is explained when it is considered that four- 
fifths of the iron ore produced in the Customs Union, the 
total of which amounted to 28,700,000 tons in 1910, 
yielded by Alsace-Lcrraine and Luxemburg; that is to say, 
by the minette region which exclusively supplies basic ores. 
Excluding the annexed portion of Lorraine and the Grand 
Duchy of Luxemburg, Germany proper scarcely furnishes 
from 5,000,000 to 6,000,000 tons, and one of her most pro
ductive deposits—that of Ilsede—yields basic ore. The out
put of ore in Germany, including Luxemburg, is consider
ably less than the consumption, and the difference between 
the two figures tends to increase in the direction of grow- 

In 1910 the production reached 28,710,000

condition which is so

STEEL CASTINGS.

A lecture on “Steel Castings” was delivered before 1 
London branch of the British Foundrymen’s Association

Laborato^’Mr. H. Brearly, of the Brown-Firth Research 
Sheffield.

The lecturer pointed out that the coarse crystalline^ 
pearance which the fracture of a steel casting was syP*) t- 
to have was not now a sufficient distinction between _ 
ings and forgings. Examples of the coarse crystalline
tures of steel cast in sand moulds and slowly coole

side

are

W
exhibited, and also illustrated by lantern slides, eJjt. 
side with portions of the same casting after heat-treat 
The exposed fractures of the latter were in all respects 1 
tinguishable from well-wrought forgings. The lecture ^ 
mainly devoted to the processes involved and the stru 
changes taking place between these two extremes.

wa5

ing imports.
tons, the imports 9,817,000 tons, the exports 2,953,000 tons gful

of carThe lecturer emphasized the workshop value 
observation of fractured arid prepared surfaces with a 
lens or any other available magnifying outfit; an
showed by a series of low-power photographs the 1

crysta

haridand the total consumption 35)574,000 tons.
The excess of imports over the exports of iron ore re

present at present about one-fifth of the consumption as 
compared with one-seventh three years ago. 
mains the principal country from which ore is imported into 
Germany, and is followed rather closely by Spain, but the 
progress made by imports from France has been rapid; 
they now form 18 per cent, of the total imports as con
trasted with 9 per cent, three years ago, and it is possible 
that they will occupy the first position in the course of a 
few years. But these imports originate almost entirely from 
the Briey basic, or minette district. As far as the Swedish 
ores are concerned, they are most'y phosphoric magnetites,

nder'
llineSweden re-

fuly perfect structure of the interior of separate 
grains of mild steel. By the same means the 
arising in and about the crystalline grains were 
started, and a clear impression conveyed of the objects

defedS 
del”011' 
, to ke

attained by annealing.
The portion of the lecture which dealt with 

of unannealed steel castings was well illustrated 
Veyed a clear reason for their erratic behavior, 
turer thought it highly undesirable that unannealed

ilitythe fra"i?coP-a”^ lee-
Tbe .
cast**8



Rebecs
LANDS AND FORESTS REPORT.

revenue of lands and forests amounted to 
states the Minister of Lands and Forests of the 

°f Quebec, Honorable Jules Allard, in his introduc- 
recently published report, for twelve months ending

IQII.

The total$1,
229,928,

°vincet>r
tlQn to
Jubrne 3oth, 
Uc>t in 
L'^ses. »

The ground rents due on timber licenses 
; 15 ; the dues on timber cut under such 

CtUe<j inte<P°21 '9 ; penalties for infringements $44,730 ; ac- 
lnR' a totalCSt an<i bonuses on transfer $31,444, mak-
t*le stunipa ^i,I2^’907- On account of greater production 
!?revious ^ge dues brought in nearly $85,000 more than in the 

^r°ugh \i.ar’ nithough the new tariff was not yet applicable, 
also b C increase in stumpage dues and ground rents 
hliaig^ reaSOn of the rapid settlement of the public lands, 

^ei)t is s^er of Lands and Forests reports that the depart- 
*xt>enditUrere °f a yearly revenue of nearly $1,500,000. The 
e *^>523 lbe department includes $85,000 for surveys,
r^try SchooiPr°teCtion against fire> and $4,000 for the F'or- 

a8«rs arn ' The salaries and disbursements of forest 
ases jj. °Unted to $23,546. Woods and forests general ex-

>„ IV ™n,=d <°
*'38 squara Upder license during the year amounted 

j/9’406 c„b.re miles. The amount of square timber cut w 
beSs- ce<jar ®et- The cut of spruce, hemlock, balsam, cyp- 

r totalle(j W *te ^ircb and poplar, saw logs and boom tim- 
498,624,000 feet b.m. The cut of white pine and

s °akl be brought into any kind of service where trustwor
thiness was called for ; and showed, quite apart from the 
question of cooling stresses, how they might be expected to 
mil and how the important question as to whether or not 

casting had been successfully annealed could be deter- 
med by simple means, 

lushed by annealing

state, 
thod

The main object to be accom- 
was said to be the elimination of the 

crystalline structure, due to cooling from the liquid 
and the substitution of a much finer structure by me- 

Vg 3 which varied with the composition of the steel. Some 
in y C*Car s*lc*es illustrated the hindrances, which occurred 
obi nC0ntr°Hable ways, and prevented the attainment of this 

and led also to that kind of rupture between the 
a s known to the foundrymen as pulling.

The Pulling of metal as it passed from the fluid to the 
state was only briefly referred to, and illustrated by a 

mstances occurring in simple shapes usually cast in 
moulds ; but more attention was paid to the manner in 

castings of varying cross-section might bring them- 
t0 S to an untimely end during cooling from a red heat 
Very ™?spheric temperatures. Alloy steels appeared to be 
f0r thncky _in this respect, which accounted to some extent 

s 6 Unwillingness of many manufacturers to utilize them 
,n.d castings. It would appear, however, that the 

eelljg.enles Were such a kind as could be overcome by in- 
t care and close observation.

solid
few
chili
which
selve

for
‘ diffj

iron
and steel industry in brazil.

t0 ®rree has been passed in Brazil which grants power 
estabii iT ,'rilun’ or t0 a company which he may form, to 
GeraegS ™ the municipal district of Ouro Preto, Minas 
Pig-ir0a ast furnaces capable of producing 50,000 tons of 
tons unt.annually, this amount to be increased by 10,000
?lant is Ü 

lron 
certai

a yearly capacity of 100,000 tons is reached. The 
a’so to be suitable for the 
steel.

manufacture of rolled 
The contract provides for the granting of 

e privileges for the encouragement of the iron 
ustry in Brazil.

and
and n Stat

d steel ind

other varieties of saw logs and boom timber amounted to 
154,429,708 feet b.m. The cut of red pint, -,aw logs and 
boom timber, amounted to 21,623,970 feet b.m. The cut of 
white pine 11 inches and under for saw logs amounted to 
62,112,914 feet b.m. The quantity of poles cut was 203,586 
lineal feet. The cut of pulpwood amounted to 345,206 cords 
of 128 cubic feet. Of this quantity 180,803 cords were shipped 
out of Canada. The cut of firewood was 3,808 cords. Rail
way ties were manufactured to the number of 608,429, and 
pickets to the number of 109,734. The cut of shingles 
amounted to 8,373,000. Spool wood was cut to the extent 
of 8,981 cords. Of posts and rails, the output was 44,372 
pieces, and 755 cords of lathwood were manufactured.

ENGINEERING NOTES.

St. Lambert, P.Q.—The Montreal Harbor Board did
not encourage the proposal of this municipality regarding 
the extension of the sewer from St. Lambert.

Saskatoon, Sask.—The municipal filtration plant is 
ready for the placing of the sand on the filter beds.

now 
It is

expected that the plant will be in operation by May 1st 
next.

North Vancouver, B.C.—This municipality have com
menced construction work on a new reservoir. Rice Lake 
is being converted for water storage in connection with this 
project.

British Columbia.—A start has been made on the scheme 
to reclaim 14,000 acres of fine land in the lower Fraser 
Valley, south of New Westminster.
$135,000.

Saskatoon, Sask.—There is serious talk of a forestry 
station being established near this city.
Government have allowed $20,000 in the supplementary 
estimates for this purpose.

Toronto, Ont.—The municipal council have taken the 
first steps toward the consideration of a new source of 
water supply for this city, 
cipal department have prepared a scheme that is expected 
to do away with the intake, as used at present, and the 
filtration plant.
shore and allow it to fill with water, 
filtered through several hundred feet of sand before it 
reached the well, would be as pure as the most elaborate 
plan of filter beds could make it. From the well the water 
would flow to the pumping station at the foot of John Street 
by gravitation, as it does now from the intake in the lake. 
It is proposed to have the well from 70 to 100 feet deep, 
according to the distance required to reach rock-bottom. It 
will be 50 feet in diameter and will be covered. 
will be simply a big iron pipe faced with concrete, 
water will filter into the tank from the bottom, 
mated the cost of such a well would be $100,000, and that 
it will supply 18.000,000 gallons of pure water per day. 
Petrolea and London have tried the plan with great

The cost will be

The Dominion

Certain members of the muni-

The plan is to dig a well on the lake
The water having

The well
The 

It is esti-

success.

PERSONAL.

Mr. T. H. Bryson, of Pembroke, Ont., has been ap
pointed . municipal engineer of Brock ville, Ont.

Mr. Albert S. Coodeve, M.P., has been appointed to the 
Board of Railway Commissioners for the Dominion of 
Canada.

Mr. Lea, waterworks engineer for the city of Vancouver, 
B.C., has been granted a leave of absence and will seek a 
return of his health in the eastern portions of Canada.
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CANADIAN TECHNICAL SOCIETIES

ARCHITECTS.—President, G. M. Lang
Mr. Frederick L. Riggs has been appointed to the posi-

Mr. Riggs is the 
of the Imperial Construction Company, Quebec

ALBERTA ASSOCIATION OF 
Secretary, L. M. Gotch, Calgary, Alta.tion of secretary of the Civic Guild.

SURVEYORS.—President.manager 
Bank Chambers, Toronto.

ASSOCIATION OF SASKATCHEWAN LAND 
J. L. R. Parsons, Regina ; Secretary-Treasurer, M. B. Weeks, Regina.

SASKATCHEWAN.—President, N. -"c'ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF 
Murchy ; Secretary, Mr. McClung, Regina.Mr. George E. Herrmann has been appointed to the 

management of the Vancouver branch of the engineering- 
firm of Robert W. Hunt and Company, Ltd. The address 
of the new offices is 415 Bank of Ottawa Building.

Mr. Arthur Scott has been appointed manager of the 
Dominion Steel Company. Mr. Scott is a graduate of Mc
Gill University and has had considerable experience with 
the chemistry of iron and steel and substances used in their 
manufacture.

BRITISH COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYORS' ASSOCIATION.-President 
W. S. Drewry, Nelson, B.C. ; Secretary-Treasurer, S. A. Roberts, Victoria, »■

BUILDERS’ CANADIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.—President, E- T' 
Nesbitt ; Secretary-Treasurer, J. H. Lauer, Montreal, Que.

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF STATIONARY ENGINEERS.-President, 
Secretary, W. A. Crockett, Mount Hamilton, v»

CANADIAN CEMENT AND CONCRETE ASSOCIATION—President, P®*? 
Gillespie, Toronto, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Wm. Snaith, 57 Adelaide str 
Toronto, Ont.

CANADIAN CLAY PRODUCTS’
President, W. McCredie ; Secretary-Treasurer, D. O. McKinnon, Toronto

CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.—President, N. W. Ryerson. 
Niagara Falls ; Secretary, T. S. Young, Canadian Electrical News, Toronto-

CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION —President, John Hendry. Va" 
Secretary, James Lawler, Canadian Building, Ottawa.

GAS ASSOCIATION.—President, Arthur Hewit, Genet' 
Manager Consumers’ Gas Company, Toronto ; J. Keillor, Secretary-Treas 
Hamilton, Ont. .. -t,

CANADIAN INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION.-PreslO 2, 
W. Doan, M.D.. Harrietsville, Ont.; Secretary-Treasurer, Francis Daggc” 
Richmond Street West, Toronto.

Wm. Norris, Chatham, Ont. ;

MANUFACTURERS’ ASSOCIATION"

Mr. John A. Bensel, M. Am. Soc. C.E., state engineer 
of New York, on March 25th delivered an illustrated lecture 
on “The Construction and Maintenance of the State Roads 
of New York’’ before the graduate students in highway 
engineering at Columbia University.

couver.
CANADIAN

Messrs. A. W. McConnell, B.A., Sr., and Stanley Make
peace, B.S., have formed a partnership and will enter the 
practice of architecture with their offices in the Kent Build
ing, Toronto.

pr%d0et"-:CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE.-Windsor Hotel, Montreal.
Dr. A. E. Barlow, Montreal; Secretary. H. Mortimer Lamb, Windsor 
Montreal. . ,o0,

CANADIAN PEAT SOCIETY.—President, J. McWilliam, M.D., WO g. 
Ont.; Secretary-Treasurer, Arthur J. Forward, B.A., 22 Castle 
Ottawa, Ont.

THE CANADIAN 
Charles A. Hodgetts, Ottawa ;

CANADIAN RAILWAY CLUB.—President, A. A. Goodchild;
James Powell, P.O. Box 7, St. Lambert, near Montreal, P.Q.

CANADIAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION—President, D. MÿcSïet' 
Manager, Montreal Street Railway; Secretary, Acton Burrows, 70 Bona = 
Toronto.

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF FOREST ENGINEERS.-President, Dr.F& 
Toronto. ; Secretary, F. W. H. Jacombe, Department of the Interior, Utra

PTuifd^

Mr. McConnell was lecturer in architecture 
at the University of Toronto, and Mr. Makepeace was a 
member of the late firm of Makepeace and Makepeace, 
Syracuse, N.Y.

P U B L u mi^Ot1* ^

Secretary’

Id,

COMING MEETINGS.
CENTRAL RAILWAY AND ENGINEERING CLUB.—Toronto.

G. Baldwin ; Secretary. C. L. Worth, 409 Union Station. Meets third 
each month except June, July and August.

DOMINION LAND SURVEYORS.—President, Mr. R. A. Belanger, 
Secretary-Treasurer, E. M. Dennis, Dept, of the Interior, Ottawa.

CANADIAN INSTITUTE.—198 College Street, Toronto. Saturday Evening 
Lectures, 8 p.m. April 13th,—“Lantern Experiments on Reaction in Non- 
homogeneous Systems,” by Prof. Kenrick, Toronto University. April 20th— 

Chemical Interpretations of Vital Phenomena,” illustrated. Prof. Leathes. 
Toronto University.

THE CLEVELAND ENGINEERING SOCIETY.—Special Meeting,Tuesday, 
April 23rd, 1912, Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Cleveland, O. “Steel and its 
Heat Treatment” (Illustrated), by Robt. R. Abbott, Metallurgical Engineer, The 
Peerless Motor Car Co. F. W. Ballard, Secretary.

ONTARIO MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION.—Annual convention will be held 
in the City Hall, Toronto, on June 18th and 19th, 1912. Secretary-Treasurer, 
Mr. K. W. McKay, County Clerk, St. Thomas. Ont.

Otta"’al

et'EDMONTON ENGINEERING SOCIETY—President, J. Chalmers ; secr 
B. F. Mitchell, City Engineer’s Office, Edmonton, Alberta. g.

TORONTO UNIVERSITY—President.

9 Beaver

ary,
ENGINEERING SOCIETY,

Ritchie ; Corresponding Secretary, C. V. Ross.
ENGINEERS’ CLUB OF MONTREAL.-Secretary, C. M. Strange,

Hall Square, Montreal. .esidentÂ
ENGINEERS’ CLUB OF TORONTO.—96 King Street West. P1ce'veniM ■ 

Willis Chipman ; Secretary, R. B. Wolsey. Meeting every Thursday 
during the fall and winter months. KapP ’

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.-President, Dr’c^ret^ 
Secretary, P. F. Rowell, Victoria Embankment, London, W.C. ; H°n'
Treasurer for Canada, Lawford Grant, Power Building, Montreal, Que-

INSTITUTION OF MINING AND METALLURGY—President {S of 
Taylor ; Secretary, C. McDermid, London, England. Canadian m —
Council :—Prof. F. D. Adams. J. B. Porter, H. E. T- Haultain and W- 
and Messrs W. H. Trewartha-James and J. B- Tyrrell.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF 
—Secretary R. C. Harris, City Hall, Toronto.

MANITOBA LAND SURVEYORS—President, George McPhilhP5 • 
ary-Treasurer, C. G. Chataway, Winnipeg, Man.

NOVA SCOTIA MINING SOCIETY—President, T. J. Brown, Sydney 
C- B. ; Secretary, A. A. Hayward.

--'O'

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS—413 Dorchester Street 
West, Montreal. President. W. F. TYE : Secretary. Professor C. H. McLeod. 
VICTORIA BRANCH—Chairman, F. C. Gamble; Secretary-Treasurer, R. W. 

Macintyre
QUEBEC BRANCH—Chairman, P. E. Parent ; Secretary, S. S. Oliver. Meet

ings held twice a month at room 40, City Hall.
TORONTO BRANCH—96 King Street West, Toronto. Chairman, T. C. Irving : 

Acting Secretary, T. R. Loudon, University of Toronto Meets last Thursday 
of the month at Engineers’ Club.

MANITOBA BRANCH—Secretary E. Brydone Jack. Meets every first and third 
Friday of each month, October to April, in University of Manitoba, Winni
peg.

VANCOUVER BRANCH—Chairman, Geo. H. Webster: Secretary, H. K. 
Dutcher, 319 Pender Street West, Vancouver. Meets in Engineering Depart
ment. University.

OTTAWA BRANCH-
177 Sparks St. Ottawa. Chairman, S. J. Chapleau, Ottawa; Secretary, 
H. Victor Brayley, N.T. Ry., Cory Bldg. Meetings at which papers are 
read, 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of fall and winter months ; on other Wednes
day nights in month there are informal or business meetings,

Æâ

Mi”e9' 

JeN-
NOVA SCOTIA SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS, HALIFAX.-P»*^*" 0#ce’ 

MacKenzie; Secretary, A. R. McCleave, Assistant Road Commissm 
Halifax, N.S. . __presidf], j

ONTARIO PROVINCIAL GOOD ROADS ASSOCIATION. Whitcl 
Major. T. L. Kennedy; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, J. E. FareW 
Secretary-Treasurer, G. S. Henry, Oriole. SpeiSht'

ONTARIO LAND SURVEYORS' ASSOCIATION—President, T. B- 
Toronto ; Secretary, Killaly Gamble, 703 Temple Building, Toronto. 0oOti>'

THE PEAT ASSOCIATION OF CANADA—Secretary, Wm- 
New Drawer, 2263, Main P.O., Montreal. gec^^'

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.—
J. E. Ganier, No. 5. Beaver Hall Square, Montreal. peg'11

ENGINEERING SOCIETY.—President, A. J.McPhers ' g

ident'o

MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATIONS
ONTARIO MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION.—President, Chas. Hopewell, 

Mayor, Ottawa; Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. K. W. McKay, County Clerk, St. 
Thomas, Ontario.

UNION OF ALBERTA MUNICIPALITIES —President, H. H. Gaetz, Red 
Deer. Alta. ; Secretary-Treasurer, John T. Hall. Medicine Hat, Alta.

THE UNION OF CANADIAN MUNICIPALTIES.—President. W. Sanford 
Evans, Mayor of Winnipeg ; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D. Lighthall, K.C., 
Ex-Mayor of Westmount.

THE UNION OF NEW BRUNSWICK MUNICIPALITIES.—President. 
Councillor Siddall, Port Elgin ; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer J. W. McCready, City 
Clerk. Fredericton.

UNION OF NOVA SCOTIA MUNICIPALITIES.—President, Mr. A. S. 
MacMillan, Warden, Antigonish, N.S, ; Secretary, A. Roberts, Bridgewater, N.S.

UNION OF SASKATCHEWAN MUNICIPALITIES.-President, Mayor 
Bee, Lemberg; Secretary, Mr. Heal, Moose Jaw.

UNION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA MUNICIPALITIES.—President, Mayor 
Planta, Nanaimo, B.C,; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. H. Bose, Surrey 
Centre, B.C.

REGINA_______
Secretary, J. A. Gibson, 2429 Victoria Avenue, Regina.

ROYAL ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF CANADA—P£e|t0 5. 
Baker. F.R.I.B.A., Toronto, Ont. ; Hon. Secretary, Alcide Chausse.
Hall Square, Montreal, Que.

ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.—President,
Toronto ; Secretary, J. R. Collins, Toronto.

SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY—Dr. A. McGill. Ottawa 
Alfred Burton, Toronto, Secretary.

UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY OF APPLIED SCIENCE, 
VERSITY.—President, J. P. McRae ; Secretary, H. F. Cole.

WESTERN CANADA IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION.—Pt=a

B Ste’
Prof. Louis H-

wnainni'l Iivrviunjiwn oxz v,... . .. - Man. , „,V'
Pierce, Calgary ; Secretary-Treasurer, John T. Hall, Brandon, » Seeder

WESTERN CANADA RAILWAY C LU B.—President, R • R’FjJnn'd»»’ ‘*C 
W. H. Rosevear, 115 Phoenix Block, Winnioeg. Man. Seconu 
June, July and August, at Winnipeg.



PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS ON FILE.

The following Plans (P.) and Specifications (S.) are on 
nie tor reference only unless otherwise noted at the office of 
the Canadian Engineer, 62 Church Street, Toronto-— 
tiids close
4-II Grading, sanitary sewers,

walks, etc., Lethbridge, Alta............ (P. & S.) 3-14
4-15 Cement sidewalks, Battleford, Sask. ..(P. & S.) 4-4
4-30 Tunnel sewer, Edmonton, Alta......................... (S. ) 4-4

(Battleford and Lethbridge plans and specifications are
Buildingat WinnipegîdlM Engineer 0ffice’ 820 Union Bank

Noted in issue of
cement

TENDERS PENDING.

In Addition to Those in this Issue.
C Eurthe£ information may be had from the issues of The 
Canadian Engineer referred to.

Tenders 
Close.

Apr. 15.

May 1.

May 1.

Place of Work.
iattleford, Sask., laying cement 

sidewalks 
Calgary, Alta.,

tures ........................
Calgary, Alta., designs for
r . du« .................................
'-aigary, Alta., steel highway 

bridges5-dmonton, Alta.,
Coderich,

Issue of. Page. 

Apr. 4.

Mar. 28.
concrete struc-

aque-
Feb. 22.

...........................Apr. 15.
tunnel sewer . .Apr. 30. 

Ont., extension to 
tr breakwater and dredging ..Apr. 15. 

amdton, Ont., water works ex
tension

Mar. 14. 
Apr. 4.

Mar. 21.

Apr. 10. Mar. 28.Rolland Island, B.C., Iight-
house ' .....................................

sntville, N.S., academy build-
j. mg ...........................................

•ttle Pines, Sask., school house,
................................................. May. 6.

tnbridge, Alta., grading, sani
ty . tary sewers, etc.......................

10n ® Head, Ont., extension 
j wharf .............................
Cd0n- Ont., cast iron pipe
A dicine Hat, Alta., church------ Apr. 12.

se Jaw, Sask., water-tube
M0nrlerrs’ etCi ............................Apr. 17.

Se Jaw, Sask., supply of
sask.; ,i„,Apr',3'

^tone n t sPecial,s ............................Apr. 15.
Se Jaw, Sask., sewer pipe and

MünS,PeCiaÂS ...............................Apr. 15.
Pcey, Ont., alterations to In-

0tt dustrial School ......................May. 1.
Pent! ®nt-’ c°al ......................Apr. 10.
Point-Ct°n’ B.C., power station. .Apr. 18.

, Atkinson, B.C., concrete
t>0j tQWer, etc....................................

nt Grey, B.C., plans for uni-

Apr. 20. Mar. 21.

Apr. 15. Apr. 4.

Apr.

Mar. 14.

Mar. 28. 
Mar. 28. 
Mar. 28.

4-

Apr. ii.

Apr. 16.

Mar. 28.

Mar. 21.

Apr. 4.

Apr. 4.

Apr. a. 
Mar. 28. 
Apr. 4.

Mar. 21.Apr. 20.

!>ri versity
ee Albèrt, Sask., outfall

Port 7e!: ______Arthur, Ont., fire alarm
KeJystem ........ !........................

a- Sask., water collecting 
Sa Pffic lines, etc........................ ..

ba-i^Ht'* wkarf and dredging 

at°on, Sask., sewer pipe

•July 31.

Apr. 15.

Apr. 15.

Apr. 12.

• Apr. 18.
■ Apr. iQ.

Feb. 7. 

Apr. 4. 

Apr. 4.

Apr. 4.

Mar. 28. 
Apr. 4.

St. Boniface, Man., sewer ........Apr. 15.
St. Jerome, Que., hydro-electric

installation ............................
Sudbury, Ont., sewers, etc..........Apr. 17
Swan River, Man., steel bridge.Apr. 22 
Toronto, Ont., St. Alban’s Ca

thedral ....................................Apr 22
Toronto, Ont., concrete walks ..Apr. iq. 
Winnipeg, Man., asphalt wagons.Apr. 15. 
Winnipeg, Man., machine shop..Apr. 18.

Mar. 28. 60

Feb. 
Mar. 21. 
Apr. 4.

687-
60
74

Apr. 4. 
Mar. 28. 
Apr. 4. 
Mar. 28.

60
60
72
60

TENDERS.

Arborg, Man.—Bulk tenders will be received up till 
1st i9i2, for all of the works and materials required in the 
erection and completion of a two-roomed school, Arborg T 
R. Palsson, secretary-treasurer, Arborg, Man. J’
th ralgairy’ A'ta-7TTenders will be received at the office of 
the Canadian Pacific Railway Division Engineer Calglrv 
up to noon of April 15th, 1912, for the placing of contracts 
for subway at Ninth Avenue East, Calgary. Form of tender 
at As^smnt Engineer’s office, Strathcona, and Chief Engineer

^ Ra-way^”

N E Alta-—Tenders will be received at the office of
N E. Brooks, Canadian Pacific Railway Division Engineer

SSSS. *•**••* °"»-
. Pa,^fry’ Alta‘—Tenders will be received up to noon of 

- pri 15th, 1912, for the erection of approximately 118 miles
CanLdi m Pacific't^h°ne Bne in the Eastern Section of the 
Lana , n Eacific Railway Company’s Irrigation Block Full 
particulars may be had on application. A." S. Dawson Chief 
Engineer, Canadian Pacific Railway, Calgaiy 

Edmonton, Alta.-Tenders will be received 
Commissioners until April 30th, 
of a reinforced concrete 
Engineer).

May

by the City 
1912, for the construction 
(See Advt. in Canadiansewer.

namMton Qnt.—Tenders will be received at the offices of 
Shalom ArChlteCtS’ Hamilton, up til] noon April

a Public school at Burlington',* an^spe^ficï’tions

See of SET•-'■iSYK
Macdonald, Man.—Tenders will be received by H Grilk 

secretary-treasurer, Municipality of Macdonald, until noon on 
Wednesday, April 24th, ,912, for the grading of about 40 
miles of roads in the Municipality of Macdonald, location of 
which may be seen at the clerk’s office, Sanford

Macklin, Sask.-Tenders for the construction of a four 
room brick school building, will be received up to April 16th
Â9I2W a r’ etC'^at J- F- Cairns’ hardware store” Saskatoon 
A. \\. A. Corscadden, secretary-treasurer, Macklin Sask

Municipality of St. Paul, Man.-Tenders will D’e received 
until April 18th, 1912, for the draining and grading to the 
East two mile road, the Hoddinott road, the East Mhin r 
and the West Main road. Plans etc J bl m d( 
Offiœ a. Bird,- Hill, o, a, ,h, „ffi« omE, IMghLv Commk 
sioner, Parliament Buildings, Winnipeg. W. Gorman Se^re* 
tary-Treasurer, Rural Municipality of St. Paul.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders for the construction of a concrete 
retaining wall at Long Branch Rifle Range, Toronto wfll 
be received up till noon of April ,5th, 19,2 Plans etc ai 
the offices of the General Officer Commanding gnd Dhds'i’on 
215 Simcoe Street, Toronto- and the Director 0? it ’
Service,. Department of Miii,,?a ,„d d5,„?, o15,S,eT
MiHtiJand Defence! 'T™?* «

April 11, 1912. THE CANADIAN ENGINEER
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CONSTRUCTION NEWS SECTION
Readers will conter great favor by sending in news items from time to time. We are particularly eager to get notes 

regarding engineering work in hand and projected, contracts awarded, changes in staffs, etc.
Printed forms for the purpose will be furnished upon application.
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ml, City Hall, T"”'°;™E«"=enr)0' ^ ^

,»,=. for the construct»» "I S,t« Chairm.o, Board of
Sl.rSrHa.1, Tomnto. ’(See ,d„. » C.»»d..» Eng

neer).

engineerCANADIANTHE
6o

Ottawa, Ont.-Tcnd.rs wUl^e eUm'gjo^

b!n2ed,f0artBeayev|w°N.S of6 Marine and

Johnston, offices, Digby, Annapolis, Yar
SoSweymouth^and Westport.^ ^ April d,

I9I20;rthe0constructionSof =an £*. Engineer.

’ „tc. at the office of J. G. t t Michaud, Esq.,
Confederation Life Bld|^nt^° Bank’ Building, Montre;^;BG:
giS£^r^Snt^f D^s, St

?nd G. M;TGsrahrC Desrochers, Secretary, Department of 
Glasgow, N.S. i<- v-
PUb“„«;f bn.!”he call for Pr^'%£g?SZ 

of a wharf and for ^S^Seeretary, ' Department of
cancelled. K. v.PUbOCttawa,kOnt--iseaied tenders forjmp^oving^owerextrerne

K.'j0“abes=miw jja-rs i*®ug4

®Sr^c-05rf
Lawrence Canals, Ottawa. interior fittings,

Ottawa, Ont.-Tenders or alteratmnSdtoithe office of R-
post office, Guelph, nt.^ Department of Public °r ^
r Desrochers, Secretary, plans, etc., can be seen

F, Toronto; and at the P ived until April 22nd,
Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders will be Customs, Essex,

r-Si'anîo» c'&mehers, Secretary, Department - 

Public Works, Ottawa. received until AprilPenticton, B.C.-Tenders wffi be r ce^ a^ut
,8th 1012, for excavation, backnlling diameter, including 

• «even miles of concrete pipe and hauling and laying
furnishing and h»*» ^TbS"
of about two miles J md „„,1, ball and sptg

«”tt,Œaî°R Bll, Esq.
. .« Spadina Cr«ce«for Messrs Won ^

and civil engineers, Masonic

Toronto, Ont.-Plan, Mdlulwfco'lTImhed.

BHE^^-ei-Laf-ir Banding:

Toronto.Toronto, Ont.-Tendm «m he^ecemrf by ^rifgrd,

rJhe'cSCcm» o, S»™ SjSr.s.nr'aftij

gg??t£cfe Engineer, Toronto. (See advt. » Canadr.

Engineer). ... , received until May 2nd,
Vancouver, B.C.—lenders . One auto gasoline

I0i2 for the following fire aPParatus^ _ ^ combinatl0n

Hall, Vancouver, B.C. caUed at once for
Winnipeg, Man—Tenders are^ iity o{ Assmiboia,

four miles of pavement by the 1 . Portage Avenue to
Man. IWwill extend from^he Palk, Winnipeg.
St. Charles. 1 • ’ ,-,,n «miction materials and

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders or eived at the office of the 
supplies for the year 1912 will be Telephone Commis-
Chairman of the Manitoba Government^ specifica-
sion, up to uoon, Apnl 22nd, ^ ^ M_ Houston, Supply
A0nSVeMcDmmot & Charlotte Sts., Winnipeg.
Agent, McDermor received up to noon

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders wi^ ^ materiais required
April 18th, 1912, for s"P5calf substation at Garson Quarries 
for the erection of an electr office of the City
near Tyndall, Man Plansr etc at. ^ M. Peterson,
Light and Power Departmen^cS4 winnipeg.
Secretary, Board of Cont received by the Chair-

Winnipeg, Man. Tenders wi for supply of
man, Board of Control, until April ibth.^9 Bolts
i,250-?é-inch diameter x 4 A the city Engineer, 223
Specifications, «c. « "«W, Board of Control
James Avenue. M. Peterso ,
Office, Winnipeg. received up to noon of

Winnipeg, Man,—trades except plumbing, heating and 
April 16th, 19m. for. ali trnadf „ erection of a fireproof garage electric wiring required m * for the Manitoba Gov-

Plans, etc., at the onm 
Building, at the corner^

F. C. Patterson, Chairma

of

building on Henry Ave 
ernment Telephone C' 
of the architect m the 
Charlotte St., and McDermont.
of Commission. erection and compl®'

Winnipeg, Man—Tenders or ventilation) 0f the new
tion (except plumbing, heati* d Sask„ will be received 
West End School Building, Yona ■ , school Board,
by the Secretary-Treasurer of \ specifications may be

of April 22nd, 1912- Plans ana P{ ^ Architect, - 
at the Winmpef0°rer^et Block, Winnipeg, and 9 Dunl°P

ceived for all trades 
residence and 

Plans
Up to
fnd^pecifications at
Crockart, architects
Saskatoon. he received until April 15th.Stratford, Ont.—Tenders ^ll ^ by 20_{t. long, with
1912, for mechanical filter^ - ■ particulars may be ob- 
all Pipes, roses and fixtures^ ^
tained from W. F . received until April

Stratford, Ont.-Tenders wfi^b ds o{ pavements.
22nd, 1912, for approximately 3^^ J appiication to M. 
Specifications, ^c., may advt in Canadian Engineer).
Ferguson, City Engine • reCeived until April

St. Norbet, Man.—Tenders approximately 14

assarts £»*■ tr&s.

SSSS5SST*- t - -

tJST&sz*'’fi?£ % hcs«v
hsrsjs. rïjBB
r„=&, 5? Adfe sm=. E„ Toronto. (So. ad,t. .» =»«.-

dian Engineer). supply of one concrete^rChaKan, Board Con-

J'to noon
seen
Pender West, 607-9 
B10C5i,n„tr'M.nrTe»dm

Seorttaiyr,U<Board' of Control Office, Winnipeg, Mam, «P 
of April 17th, 1912-noon

CONTRACTS AWARDED.

British Columbia. The B_ C-Electrm R ail way ComPQ 
has awarded a «mbract of :24 P^sof the new rolling sto^
Car Company, of St. Louis. $250,000.
-rr: n im aearded ;
foUowmg aC°"trgauCt;Serf,Brown Paving Company, 44=- per & 

f°0tCatch basin, Frank Fahrenbach and Company, W-**

-J
I
1:

u Su
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is the only true test of a'T'HE cost per year of service 
A roofing.

It discloses the absolute superiority of Barrett Specifi
cation Roofs. That is why on large manufacturing plants, 
where costs are carefully computed, such roofs are almost 
invariably used.

Barrett Specification Roofs are inexpensive, costing much less than 
tin for instance, and little more than the best grade of ready roofings.

Their cost of maintenance is nothing, for these roofs require no 
painting ; they can’t rust and they will give satisfactory protection for 
20 years or more.

Insurance underwriters classify Barrett Specification Roofs as ‘ slow burning 
construction acceptable on “fire-proof” buildings.

Barrett Specification Roofs are also immune from damage by acid fumes. That 
is why they are used extensively on railroad roundhouses.

On cotton mills, with their humid interiors, these roofs also give perfect satis
faction, for dampness does not affect them from below.

From the viewpoint of economy and satisfactory service, no other type of roof 
covering compares with Barrett Specification Roofs.

That is why they have won almost universal approval for use on flat-roofed 
structures of all kinds.

The Barrett Specification Roof illustrated above is §0,000 square feet in area and 
the Roundhouse of the Vandalia Lines (Penna. System) at Terre Haute, lnd.

The St. Louis Roofing Co., of St. Louis, Mo., were the Roofing Contractors.

Copy of the Barrett Specification, 
with diagrams, ready for incorpora- 
tion into building specifications, 
free on request.

Address our nearest office.
covers

The Paterson Manufacturing Co., Limited
Halifax, N.S.St. John, N.B.VancouverWinnipeg1 TorontoMontreal

Special Note.

We advise incorporating 
in plans the full wording 
of The Barrett Specifica
tion, in order to avoid any 
misunderstanding. If any 
abbreviated form is desired 
however the following is 
suggested :

ROOFING—Shall be a 
Barrett Specification Roof 
laid as directed in printed 
Specification, revised 
August 15, 1911, using the 
materials specified, and 
subject to the inspection 
requirement.

/

-1
-
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McGibbon Bros., all sidewalks in «ne, west of the

- , Alta__The contract for the supply of one 2,500
k.w. steamWbine VgerS^enerat« g^as^been

rSKÎÆrt. \ Lamb for
switchboards and apparatus, to Messrs, v. a.

CU>m, ^^"“‘fe'lh.'a.lrfs'.TS
mendations of the City contract for 100,000 yards
paving contracts as Mows. Attract Can^dian Min- 
of bitulithic pavement wi 1 be awarded to yards of
eral Rubber Company at j2.5o per at $3.05 per
sheet asphalt t0 ,the,Cal7i„uic concrete to the Crown Paving

ssJtwS rs Zgtmr s-u wa
contractor,

62 Vancouver sewerage scheme to Palmer Ethers St^Hen-

Co^'ThrttndMS board of works were
Paimer^Brothers^& “ny^ndeîed^ai

who also figured.
Vancouver, B.C.—The contract for concrete Northern 

nection with theJ^nlet^’beenawarded to Messrs. Cum-
Railway on Burrard Inlet h , involve the expenditure
mings & Rienel, or aeauic. cPnttle have the con-of $125,000. M«sr, H. ^hheaSdrîdSng commet has not yet

' been let The entire improvement will cost over $400,000.
Victoria, B.C.—The municipal council of Oak Bay^ave

iSoria &MacZnPear7c!m3pa4ny; ^“
$ 156,076.25 ; Jas. McDonald & Company, $168,267.

Victoria, B.C—The municipal council of Oak Bay have

ESS4
SSf SEESOther firms tendered as follows. Mess s. , virtnria& Evans, $28,86,.60 (including ?675.7o for specials^, Victoria
Machinery Company, $29,203.07, ■ Co $s,,-
(including $567 for specials) ; Canada Foundr -,423 50 (including $675 for specials); Robertson Godson Co., 
$^686795; Hutchison Bros., $7§4 f°r specia .’ Winnipeg. Man.-The Carter Halls Aldinger Company 
have been awarded the contract for the erect on of larg 
garage for the Detroit Electric Automobile Co. The cost 
this work is estimated at $50,000.

work in con

fer $6,640.40.

Y.M.C.A.
Mr. A. E. Faulkner, of ,,

Kingston, Ont.—Dormitory, R. M.
Michael Sullivan, of Kingston q{ Mont„

gating 200-h.p., tor tne Dig a which is being
cite Grain Elevator at »e > c* the well-known Grain 
S?,ae,dorbL&rS, SS&S drive aelec.ed la .he famous

' ^ 'Mlanara" Falls, Onl—Nine bids were received for the
JS work'of ,h= 7S.C» « vard. “t=^ «
the tenders were not opened. Bids were retnr

c.f

RAILWAYS—STEAM AND ELECTRIC.

Province of British Columbia.—The Canadian Northcrn 
Pacific Railway are planning to extend their lines to a 
Ae north A report states that tenders for this work will -~^=SSSS~fks

scow^T'BrrSiircô"; L,d.. scmsu a.

a-. andSaunders, «.M-e who.^e tdjnre was

similar work from Four,een.h Avenue out to the s«P«- tank. 
Here the rende, Æcfey and the Parsons Construe

ed a $24.893 contract for the construction or^ ^ {aise flooi.

^ of ^ela^h^t^

bedswent to the Western Steel and Supply Company, at $8,- 

400.

called within six weeks.
Humber River, Ont.—The new concrete _ vere

Trunk Railway bridge crossing this river withstood the 
satisfactorily when the river ice broke up.
Niagara Falls, Ont.—A report states that the man g 

ment of the Canadian Northern Raüway are consider g 
construction of a railway bridge across the Niagara Riv

f-7 ,h°= nL Canadian gW
Railway yards a. -

pier of the Grand

test

and bridges across 
employed on construction.

LIGHT, heat and power.

Province of British Columbia.-The C.P.R. is c°nStgal 
ing a large dam on Bull River, near Cranbrook.- Electr ^ 

will be supplied to towns in the Crow 3 - portHosmer and west to Cranbrook, Moyie and k° 
is also erecting a sawmill there.

power 
east as ..
Steele. The company

Moose Jaw, Sask—The municipal commissioners^.^ 
received a large number of replies to their tend f fol- 
nower house extension. It is reported that the propo.m 
an oil operated plant will not be considered to any gr

Port Stanley, Ont.—The Hydro-Electric rates for 
' have been fixed as follows :-4C. Per square foot and 
kilowatt for actual current used ; 12c. per k mmercial 

first so hours and 5c. for time additional as a co r
curren? consumption5 basis. These rates are about 25 

less than the charges on the former system.
The Municipal Light and Powe^DeP ^

SU Secretary’

sedimentation basin for the 
it is to give settlingSaskatoon, Sask.—The new

^n^my7^°galRnSTwaTe" additional to the present

" saksatoon, Sask.—Labor on sanitary sewers and water 
r°r. ..Tes were n„ Co^c. drvrWmro

SSCTMÆ ISS. _ .0 Me.-. *
Foster, Spokane, Washington; Section 3 to Mr. A. R. Gamp 
bell, Saskatoon.

Saskatoon, Sask.—Labor on 
Construction & Engineering Co., 36-mch storm sewer.

B.C.—The City Council have, awarded the 
’ construction of the big concrete Balaclava

trunk in the greater

con-

town
per

storm sewers ; Saskatoon
cent

Tyndall, Man—
ment of Winnipeg, Man., are 
Carso.i Quarries near Tyndall. M.

about to erect a
Peterson,Vancouver

contract for the 
Street sewer main, which will form a

k
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Manufacturer of
Galvanized Wire 
Machine Banded
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WOOD 
STAVE PIPE
Continuous

STAVE PIPE
RESERVOIR

TANKS

Av # ' *• i; c.. si.;;
m; ‘ 2. ~

Ed"-4Is!
F' «>: ■>', "■* ifc‘ " 'Z^"w*

az *>- /••••

eMt!_ MéÈêk.

PACIFIC COAST PIPE COMPANY, LTD.

For City and Town Water 
Systems, Fire Protection, 
Power Plants, Hydraulic 
Mining, Irrigation, etc.

t

. I. m
* -v

X
•X '

Pull particulars and estimates 
furnished.

48 in. CONTINUOUS STAVE LINE.Ü
-Hi;:

Factory : 1551 Granville Street, VANCOUVER, B.C. P.O. Box 563.

WETTLAUFER’S HEART SHAPED MIXERS
EASILY MOVED FROM JOB TO JOB

Test after test 
has proved that 
they mean

Low cost of 
maintenance, 
along with capa
city, strength, and 
durability.

Demonstrations 
daily, in all our 
branchesand 
rooms.

Semi-steel cast
ings used through
out entire con
struction.

New automatic 
power dumping 
and new loading 
device, means one 
man operates en
tire machine, 
which gives you 
greater capacity, 
with reduced 
labor.
St. John, N. B. :
A. R. Williams Machy. Co. 

15 Dock St.
Sales Manager for Quebec,
g. o. McDonnell,

2059 Mance St., 
Montreal, Que.

m
ill

ware

Write for igi2 Catalogues.

v
W innipeg- Office : 

HOOTON & MOORE, 
7l0 Builders Exchange, 

Portage Ave.

'We 58

Head Office and Warerooms :

WETTLAUFER BROS. 178 Spadina Avenue, TORONTO, ONT.
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Ottawa, ont. -Mr. C J. ^ÆSS» 
“t* S May »«.. M°,kAlb«n Ew„t, ha, prepared

64
for the erection of the

ssstf eiecttidm woo,
«jsrisifiMaesaw- - -*
of revision will report on the matter.

office 
about
the plans. _

Port Stanley, Ont.—i ne
“fSsCSÎ,tM«*1SHP.dma»
£ committee that will report on ^

Ont__The Buffalo
plant at

members of the congregation of
the erection of a new rectory, 

and H. Ellison comprise 
the matter.

Union Furnace Com- 
this place for thePort Golborne,

pany of New York, will erect a 
manufacture of pig-iron.garbage, sewage and water.

Quebec, P-Q.-The Government win cajlmnders^at^an

-Te,SLr,,tTTV"r,nho,fpd,Eo, —• *Edmanran, «Wk-Jh. ■àTïn

supply have made the ° 0 pump, and an additiona
additional 6,000,000 gallon ^ installed. Installation of

gallon service pu P . . pigeon Lake,to determine run off and ra^ fkatchewan River and
<»» 1"Si”SstiS£a h. rah»

unicipal water board are prrpanng to

prepare 0 Fuce 1S the
for the above. Mr. n. w.

MaV 20th' „ m Federal Government have called
Quebec, P-Q- The dry docks at tintenders for the construction of the new ^ sUCCessful

point Tenders close on J ly , for thirty-five years
bidder will^receive 3 Jj“sions' of the drydocks will be i.xSO 
on $5,000,000. feet deep,
feet long, i37 *eet wlde’ and formed to drill for

Regina, Sask.—A aa the Western Gas & Oil
natural gas and will ^Hf Pense, Sask., is the prest-
Company. Mr. G. I ■ wiU be equipped for a dep
^teetTprSrand wilf increase this should occasion

dU" Regina, Sask.-The
Company have let the contra three stories and a base-
tory in this city. It will c0®;® d by the company in
nent constructed on the prop ^ Qn BrJd street, and too 
Block 77 with a frontage o 5 include two large-=ized

S eSorl The CO» is

K6 neighborhood of g.so.ooo, Em„fr,

"°rk an,Mwrork“wm ‘add forty-four additional

6,000,000
gauges 
Take water

Lake. That aPigeon
Galt, Ont.—The m

install a synchronous 
machine w,R „,e
mission.
million gallon pump 

engineer.
Regina, Sask—The

view of increasing t e .. - and decide
Weston, Ont.—The ratepayers w ^ Qn a new sewer- 

whether they ”“,7™ «i’t'i “be « trunk Une emptying into 
ÏÏltS" pianî'nS the Humbe, River-

three wellstown municipality will sink 
water supply.

with a

INDUSTRIAL works.buildings and

preparing1^*

rSLoïNw "Sneer a, Calgary, is m possess,., of 

details.

Canadian Pacific Rmlway^re

Mr. A.
Hotel has 
charge of the

of the hotel.
the building.

Saskatoon, Sask.—Mr. J. c-
and office buildings in this city

ness 
rooms to Drinkle will erect two large 

during the next tBrantford, O.J^^toportlntïddition^Æeir plant. 

¥£ extension SI beaU^BO feet in length.
Province of Britisht Columbiai-Mr. Georgy 

the Seal Cove Fish and Cold Mo | of a -
- has announced the rough $300,000.
Prmce Rupert. It wilt Navigation Company

Fort William, 0nt-—ern^ ^ ‘be done in the 
will construct anew steamer. „ wbo have secured

.h= W'*,Th?lS°&, f«« >>«»»■ “<*
the contract. It will be 425 feet 101 g,

stores
months.saskatoon, Sask. - Messnn ^“«^cSS'of ‘a new

Th" head Offices of fhis concern are '

Winnipeg, Man. -Rink of Commerce
St. Catharines, Ont.—The Canadi during the corn-

will erect a suitable branch office in this y 
ing summer.

Collins, of 
at Prince 

new cannery
Rupert 
near

about $750)000. management of the Western
Fort William, 0nt-"Jahd mtheif present plant by the Drydock Company will enla g^ maC^ine shop 270 by 

addition of two buildi g ■ n dimensions are included 
and a blacksmith shop of smaller

Co.» 
It is. M „ Me3srs Ames-Holden-McCready

St. John, N.B—Me-srs. ■ warehouse in this city.
Ltd., are about to erect . ■J’gpip-ht at-ft. x 100-ft.
“ beT.™bn»,kOnîl;ïriUonren^f

offic?S»r»“£ fSr*',heToronto and King Streets. , _ an
Vancouver, B.C.-Mr. A. A Davidson^ erec

apartment house in this city at a cos • ’ the Domini0®
Vancouver, B.C.-A ^'terminal elevator at Burra’’ 

Government will erect a large
Inlet during the next year. T F Hol'i®g

ofar^e'
ArrowhTad^nd constables’ quarters at ^>^0.

Welland, Ont.-The managernent^fffie WelW & D 
‘S"S^,-hrnandtm*i,-..U on, or more

the plans. management of the Granby Con-
Cranby Bay, B.C.—1 he manag are conSidenng the

solidated Mining and Smelting *• ft is reported that
details of a new plant to cost $ , > F M Sylvester is the
the new work will start in ^n^and the head office is at 
general manager of this company
Trail, B.C.

Guelph, Ont.—A report

ern

states that the Guelph Carpet

Mills will erect a new —^ ^ £ tL
60 by 60. Messrs. Tanner 1.
architects for the new structure ^ announced

Lethbridge, Alta.—The Board 'ci The cost will
that a large hotel wdl be erected h F. Davis of
be about $300,000. Messrs Pam r

t—mce structure .Uhe erect-

Joh"Fffi^Tintferïs0ted in the matter^ ^ ^

Niagara Falls, Ont. The^ man a gem' ®xtenslve additions 
?oatheCirmpPreaseyntaplaPnk ThSe work includes considerable

Crete and steel work.
Sound, Ont. This

estimated cost of $35.°°a

pany,

are
Mr.

con-

municipality will construct a cranes.Owen
school at annew

g
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fTHE TRIPLEX BLOCK*)
s: ; ,

ftg

9

______________________
...............;

A Triplex Block hung from a temporary rigging and used for laying pipe.

What is the Life of aTriplex Block?
"WfE don’t know. Triplex Blocks built by the Yale 

and Towne Co. at the very beginning—twenty- 
are still in actual use. The Triplexfive years ago

Block of to-day possesses greater lasting powers. With its steel parts—its 
chain superior to any other—its non-wearing gear movement—and the guar
antee of a rigorous test before shipment under a fifty per cent, overload. 
It will outlast the man who buys it, no matter how young he may be.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company
LIMITED

Fairbanks Standard Scales—Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines 
Safes and Vaults

MONTREAL ST. JOHN OTTAWA TORONTO WINNIPEG 
CALGARY SASKATOON VANCOUVER VICTORIA

!

t
;
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Detroit Electric Automobile Com
pany will erect a fine garage for their car^ in^ ^ the 
lolid „i»fo«=d co«c,-.=*1, « designed 
t^loo. front be P"M“rlof budding in Winmpeg.

Winnipeg, Man.—The of the overflowing
which ne-Brantford, Ont.-Dunng the^ravages.^ ^

of the river, a large gas throughout the city,
cessitated the shutting off of the gas Bmlders> Ex-

Calgary, Aita.—The “^^““members to request the 
change have been instruct«J g.and Trunk Pacific Railways

,h”e

: to be the most

AND PAVEMENTb.BRIDGES, HOADS
this town was 

three they do co
excluded from railway d shipbuilding Com-

Collingwood, Ont.—The Colli g steamer {or Keystone 
pany will construct a cana ntreal The new vessel will be 
Transportation Company at i t rrying trade between Lake 
employed in the gram and, c°al ca \ by 42.6 feet beam,
Erie and Montreal. It will be ^5 and have a speed of ^
20 feet depth, 800 horse-pow 5 » short tons, ormiles an hour. The =.,«=«, "d b««”fappl0,im,,=l,
80,000 bushels of wheat, and the

yea,'c.18«. *vfr-ss rrrS? 5the council that the following 1;e"d te to the Crown Pav-
accepted: 70,0001 yds. asphaltic^ ^ ired by the engineer to 
ing Company at $2.12, an brice q{ IQC. extra; 100,cco .
coat same with squeegee Paving Company at $2.05;
yards sheet asPhalV°raLdUn Mineral Rubber Company at 
,00,000 yards t0 rtbe S £ltulithic pavement to the Bitulithic 
$2.90; 50,000 yards of . granitoid to
Contracting Company at $2.85 , 25,000
Alberta Granitoid Company a $ • • commissioners

Calgary, Alta,:r\hiln™ne tenders for street paving.be 
recommended that the o , jtic concrete, Crown Paving 
accepted -.—70,000 „ee coat, 10c. yard extra, $2-22 >
Company, $2.12, with <1 Calgary Paving Company, $2.05;
100,000 Yards .street asphalt, Calg $3-5o; 50,000 yards
100,000 yards Canadian mi $2.85 • 25,000 yards
bitulithic, Bitulithic Paying Comp ay * Thig covers
granitoid, Alberta Granitoid P ̂  Ninth Avenue East,

S.rd S,„=, East, f,om

Eighteenth Avenue to Victoria ^ calling for the oon- 
County of Essex, Ont -A movemtm nvcr front has

struction of a memorial driveway a|o g^^ Qf tfais
bee\Teactedd pr«idemaof the association discussing the Pm-

Ottawa, Ont—The 0ttawawUHonvert an 
construct a driveway at a cost
old cemetery into a park at a provincial government

Province of Saskatchewan. The pr< {or the purpose of 
of this province have aPp°! tbe provincial highways, etc. A, 
administrating the affairs „,bprrbv the municipal autncnti 
method will be worked out whe eby he Mr. A J. Me-
S",£dn,,hR«l"V,” ÏÏ probability, b= », cb,„m„

recommended that.

$140,000. ivnrtpr wav for the
Fort William, ont.-dtrrangemen s^an city. The citizens

S're t-HEEvaT 5 “n "
the

have

Niagara
will call tenders for the
Can Toronto,COnt.—The Domimon Government have mde a

of $218,517 for improvements to tnegrant
city.

PATENTS.
county,

recently issued from 
This list is furnished 

Royal Bank-
list of patentsThe following is a n

,h. Can,titan P«« Offices --was
ject. by Messrs.

BUi A™ HoIgCoxpRsives ; N J. Liger ;bmldtog

medliCbautea«ParjatUD.’ Hoffman, machines . for. maki^ling, 
shingles an the like f^m plastic street indica-
starters for explosive engines , J. -u Mowry, set workstors'; G. Maude., cattle stanchmns^ A^A M^y,^ g
for sawmill carriages , Ï • • ^ Reid, concrete ; H*
bottles; A. Perrault egg ’̂pstnHfitting spring for mat 
Shipman, games; A u in £ c0ntainers. 
tresses and the like; L. A. way ,

^U^nt-Th, City E»^S._

thp following pavements be proceedec
Pelham Street, block pavement ..............

gS27 •R-™,=,c.,.=o„„;,=,ionl;. io.
Vancouver, B.C^avmg^rommenations f

would bee*t36À6, havebeen sub

mitted by the City Engineer t o{ tbe Lake Shore
County of York, °nt.-The P m be cf Dolarway

- - ‘s= =”s,reet'

Toronto.

$9=795
11,022
14,484
4,604

10,368 The following is a list of ^^bTyanniogOiarobet5, 
’ELT,onCf,ot «tom fmttr particulars may be «btainrf;

clothes-line reel. reinforced concrete ; ...
United S^^ Xcker^ Production of calcium of ^ 

anamide cThe ^Masse^Harris P Company, Limtted, 

mechanism.

A-

The following is a list of pa tent ^recently .^^uildio^

' Cin^Streeh'west^ Toronto, from whom further part ^

I”" ^ SnneftÇVfi
froofiWnag!SMWJ. Haney, <-cretoblock

snowplow; H. C. "g.ir , ^ Winter, necktie, hingle
nàl combustion engine, j q Hoffman, cement sb ttie

aling'tpTarrGeo8 Borgfeldt & Co., sheaf of «

fires.

daB'

aged by fire to the extent of & Brass Rolling
New Toronto, Ont.-The Brown Copper « The loss

Mills were destroyed by fire on Sunday, April /th. 
i, estimated ,, ^ damaged ge ”

occupying the lower l>ortions of the

Vancouver,
Hastings Street to 
eludes the damage to 

retail storesamong 
building.
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How This Rubber Belting 
Cuts Production Cost

Don’t let slipping belts waste power—drain away profits. Plug 
up the leaks—save time, money, power, by investigating—installing 
Goodyear Rubber Belting.

Goodyear Rubber Belting stands for saved energy—economy. Built up of plies of 
rubberized fabric, cured and vulcanized into the solid piece. Neither slips nor stretches. 
Has the cohesiveness of rubber with the enduring strength of a specially woven cotton 
duck fabric from which all stretch has been taken out. It is steam, water, weather and 
rot proof.

The same high-grade materials, the same skillful workmanship and the same years 
of experience that have built such famous service into the products of the Goodyear 
Tire & Rubber Co., U.S.A., is doing the same for Goodyear Rubber Belting and our 
many other rubber products.

Good>year Rubber Belting'
superior to all other third-grade belts because made 
of tougher rubber, heavier fabric (which means better 
friction) and better wearing service and cover.

Stitcbed Rubber Belting
We make this belting in Quality, Black Diamond 

and Red Cross weights for those preferring this type 
of belting.

High Efficiency Belting
Every size for every purpose—1 inch to 60 inches 

w*de—2 plies to 8 plies thick.

Goodyear Quality Belting
The highest grade made. Heaviest duck, best rub

ber, seamless, tough, durable. The saving main-drive 
for Paper, Pulp and Lumber Mills—for all mills 

"'here the horse-power transmitted is large and the 
demand for tensile strength is great.

BlacK Diamond Belting
Lighter in weight, lower in price than above, but 

same in quality. Great quantities sold to Sawmill trade. 
Hundreds of mill-owners say it gives better service than 
any other belt even used.

Elevator Belts
We make a specialty of Elevator Belts. Our Leg 

and Lofter Belts used in hundreds of elevators. Give 
superior service because of greater strength. Buckets 
never pull out. Plies never separate. Long, efficient 
service guaranteed.

Conveyor Belts
For conveying crushed stone, grain, coal, ore, etc. 

Made in all thicknesses of face to suit requirements. 
Great toughness of rubber face prevents cutting and 
chipping ; insures longest service.

Red Cross Belting
The ideal belt for Thresher, Small Sawmill and 

Hour Mill Built to meet competition, yet is faruse.

IMPERIAL HIGH-SPEED FRICTION SURFACE BELT
Specially designed for planer, dynamo, generator or fan work where pulleys are small 
and high-speeded. If we haven’t what you want in stock, we’ll make it—and remember
Goodyear Rubber Belts tiuickly earn their cost_ In pains and power 
saved yet they cost less than, the common kind, Let our expert 
solve your problem, Send rcouinements or write for catalog to-night. 
In all of our business in Canada last year, we had to replace, 
because of slight defects, only $155,22 worth of goods.

19

^he Goodyear Tire ® Rubber Company of Canada, Limited
Factory—Bowmanville, Ont.General Offices—Toronto

Write our Nearest Branch

: Montreal — Winnipeg — St. John, N.B. — Vancouver — Calgary — Victoria, B.C., 855 Fort 
Street—Regina, SasK., 2317-2318 South Railway Street — Hamilton, Ont., 127 King Street West.

Ranches
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trade inquiries.

The following were among the ûÿ.
SgW., during

the rmrmtogham^firm25 manufacturing plate and wire 
•A B n^ similar steel goods, school and machinery ac- 

springs and similar sttel g ■ of small bent plate and 
cessones, etc., including all k drawing, are
wire goods, twists, ,}}0W®Î ^ ’ dsP^ the Canadian market.

de,irL°«5nd“Mto south Wales has,
«atîtave., ,«d »»»« f|r“ TS2S

J.T3K5VÏ Sr-ÿsyü*llke 
“ TS3Æ œ »s,w-

,UiT/om\tton“h0tec“ T«de In„«mes, 73 BasinghaH

S,reS-S'oTiWr,.r. in G«= d“?0" ?,5
Canadian shippers °f lal[ ’ ... ’ ,e from producers of
generally. They would , also like to hear trom P
dried codfish and provisions.

BOOK
ANNOUNCEMENT.

The series of articles which have 
been running in The Canadian 

Engineer entitled

Principles of 

Specification and 

Agreement Writing

RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS 

OF CANADA.
ORDERS OF THE

av be found summariesTTn week on this pagre may ,

liïTJZÏ S..T;
be erectedlocation of G.T.R. station to

Kettle Valley Ry. from mileage
16177—March 25—Approving 

at Houston, Coast District, B.C.
16178—March 25—Approving location of 

43.92 to 55, northwest of Midway, B.C.
i6t79—March 26—Approving location of three 

in Coast District. B.C. (No name). running tracks
16180—March 28—Directing C.N.R. to P“ 1 s b {ore jun= 1st, 1912,

3

k Q.= . by <•••-
head crossings, subways and level crossings.

,6182-March 35—Rescinding Order 16,22
amending Order 16095 March 7th, 19“,

G.T.P. Stations situated BY

C. R. YOUNG

Are now being put into pamphlet 
form, and will be ready in a few 

It will contain 60 pages.

of March 14th, 1912,
C.N.R. Taking Lands

slightly
1618J—March' exscinding Order ,3060 of February ««. ’^n,

Z££VS of Tariff

prepare and issue tariffs of toll

Bureau, to
days.s, etc. .

Order 15938 of Febnary 6th, 1912, in so tar 
J Rachel Street, Lachine,

days from date of 
of Clarkson Station,

16184—March 4—Rescinding 
a. it authorizes construction of railway across 
Jacques-Cartier & Maissoneuve Ry.

16185—March 26—Directing G.T.R. to within 90 
this Order install electric bell at crossing Ju.5t w.,*j 

Railway Grade Crossing Fund.
of Saskatchewan to construct

R. 36, W. a M.
Price 25 Cents.cent, fromOnt, ao per

,6,86—March 26—Authorizing Province 
highway across C.N.R. in S.W. M Section 30, Twp. 47,
highXXf ïÆMXX ^^“n found, 

spur',6’'(“^n
l"Ld W! ri Md spur for the Calgary

Brewing and Malting Co., at Coleman, Alberta. ,
recomtingto ^“Jof-in^ofnciVfor rSJol 'rebutions

of G.T.R. operating department. t„ cross with, ft, Regina-

.uTîXîffift-r b-“ °f th= cpr- i,y
undergrade crossing at Moose Jaw, bask.

Address orders to

book department

CANADIAN ENGINEER
62 Church Street,

TORONTO
CAISSON SICKNESS.

A French authority has recently made public a report 
on his investigations into the above disease and has come 
to the conclusion that the distressing effects of the malady 
are due to the fact that when air is compressed the oxygen 
factor is reduced to four-fifths of the proportions that it 
held before compression.

WINNIPEG
MONTREAL

k


